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Your Roadmark
Holiday features…
�     Dinner, bed and breakfast at

all hotels (unless stated)

�     Door-to-door service*

�     A friendly, professional and
courteous driver (two drivers
on most continental holidays)

�     Air-conditioned touring coach
with the latest safety features

�     On-board toilet for peace of
mind

�     A programme of excursions,
with admissions normally
included

�     Reductions for National Trust
members on some tours

        *Door-to-Door service is included in the
holiday cost providing that the
Postcode of the pick-up address is
listed as one of our ‘TAXI INCLUDED
POSTCODES’ on the reverse of the
booking form. 
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Welcome
to our selection of holidays for 2019,
Roadmark’s 30th Anniversary year. You will
find a great choice of tours, a mixture of
some old favourites and lots of exciting
new destinations.

Much has changed in
the past 30 years.
Generally speaking,
hotels have improved,
both in the standard of
accommodation and the
food and facilities on
offer. Our roads have got
a lot busier, making it all the
more important that professional drivers are well-trained to
take care of their precious cargo – you. Our coaches have
changed too. They are much more environmentally friendly
and come with comfortable reclining seats, a toilet, climate-
control and a multitude of safety features. And, of course,
we now include a taxi to collect you and take you home at
the end of your holiday. I am pleased that some things have
remained the same. Roadmark Travel is still small enough
to offer a service that genuinely cares about your holiday,
something not always found with larger operators. Another
thing that has not changed is the loyalty and support of our
customers, although some of us have got just a touch older
and sillier! (see photo below). I am confident that Roadmark
has the best team around, with talented drivers and a

helpful and efficient office staff.
It would be interesting to know how
many hundreds of thousands of miles
Roadmark coaches have travelled, at
home and abroad, in those 30 years.
We cannot say, but I hope that there
are many more miles still to come, and
that you will join us for some of those.

Mark Anderson, Tours Manager

You will notice that a new logo has appeared on the brochure.
Following a rigorous appraisal by the Confederation of
Passenger Transport, we are pleased that Roadmark is now a
member of their Bonded Coach Group. This means that any
payments you make to us are 100% secure. 

We are very excited about our holiday to the world-famous
Oberammergau Passion Play in 2020, an opportunity that
comes only once every ten years. You will find details on the
page opposite. We are now taking deposits, and would be
pleased to see you at our free presentation in March.
Please contact us to book a place.

Check out our two cruises, arranged with the no-fly cruise
specialist Cruise and Maritime Voyages. Ocean cruising is a
new venture for Roadmark. It is a great way to travel and
becoming increasingly popular, and we hope to offer a wider
selection in the future.

FINANCIAL SECURITY
Roadmark Travel are members of the Bonded
Coach Holiday Group of the Confederation of
Passenger Transport UK Ltd. Our membership
number is 10368. This is a government
approved consumer protection scheme.
This ensures, in relation to the coach package
holidays described in this brochure (and on our website) that
the clients’ monies are protected by a Bond which may be
called upon in the unlikely event of the Member’s insolvency.
Clients are recommended to inspect the membership
certificate at our registered office or alternatively go to
www.bch-uk.org or telephone 0207 240 3131 to confirm
current membership. Your attention is also drawn to the
Bonded Coach Holiday Group Trading Charter that will apply
to these coach package holidays.

Free Travel Insurance for
Your First Roadmark Holiday
This has proved very popular so we
have decided to offer Travel Insurance
free of charge for another year,
providing that you have not travelled
with us on a holiday before (does not
include day trips). When making a booking
please inform us that it is your first holiday. 

Please bear in mind that the itineraries in this brochure are planned weeks,

months and sometimes over a year in advance. Therefore, we may occasionally

need to change the order of visits and sometimes replace attractions with

suitable alternatives. The National Trust, in particular, do not publish their

opening times sufficiently far ahead and some of their properties will no longer

accept coaches on certain days or in the school holidays. If there is a significant

change to your holiday itinerary we will notify you straight away.

FREE
Travel

insurance

on your

1st tour!



HISTORY OF THE PASSION PLAY
In 1633 the Great Plague descended on the small Bavarian village
of Oberammergau. Many lives were lost. The villagers made a
solemn vow that, if they were spared, the whole village would
perform a play every ten years, depicting the story of Christ’s
suffering, death and resurrection. Miraculously, from this point
on, the Plague did not claim any more lives. True to their promise
the people of Oberammergau enacted their first play in 1634.
This important tradition has continued without interruption every
decade since, in spite of wars and other difficulties. The play will
be performed for the 42nd time in 2020. To maintain the tradition
everyone taking part must have been born in Oberammergau
and its surrounding villages, or have lived in the village for at least
20 years. From Ash Wednesday 2019 all the performers let their
hair grow, and the men grow beards so that everyone has an
authentic biblical appearance.

SPECIAL OBERAMMERGAU
PRESENTATION ON 15TH MARCH

On Friday 15th March 2019 we will be holding a no-obligation
presentation about our tour to the Oberammergau Passion
Play. This free event will be at the St. John’s Catholic Church
Hall in the centre of Horsham. There will be two short
presentations, one in the morning and one in the afternoon.
Tea/Coffee will be served and complimentary coach travel
will be available from our usual pick-up points if required.
If you would like to attend and find out all about the holiday
please contact us to book a place. You will then be sent
further details nearer the time. 
This World-famous spectacle, traditionally held in the
picturesque Bavarian village of Oberammergau every
ten years, will be performed next in 2020. Most of the
inhabitants are involved, with hundreds of actors on
stage, and a huge choir and orchestra, in one of the most
extravagant productions of the Passion Play. Our two-centre
holiday will combine the Bavarian Alps with the Black
Forest, a land of lush meadows, pine clad hills, rushing rivers
and traditional chocolate box villages. Join us at the world’s
largest amateur dramatic performance for a once-in-a-
lifetime experience.

Your Provisional Holiday Itinerary
Day 1 Channel crossing, and onto the French/German border for an
overnight stay at the Mercure Forbach or a similar Hotel.
Day 2 Travel past Stuttgart, and south towards the Alps, arriving in
the Oberammergau area for a 2-night stay. Check in to your
accommodation and enjoy some time at leisure before dinner.
Day 3 Enjoy the morning in Oberammergau before an included
restaurant lunch. The Passion Play Theatre is in the village centre
close to restaurants, cafés, shops and the many woodcarving
workshops. The first part of the play takes place in the afternoon.
During the interval enjoy an included dinner. The play resumes in the
early evening. The Passion Play is traditionally performed in German,
and we include an English version of the text.
Day 4 After breakfast board the coach and journey west along the
shore of Lake Constance to the Black Forest for a 5-night stay at the
Schwarzwald Hotel in Gengenbach.
Day 5 Excursion to Freiburg, known as “the Jewel of the Black
Forest”, with its beautiful cathedral. Then to Titisee, a popular tourist
village, where we will take a lake cruise.
Day 6 A day to relax and explore Gengenbach, a city of towers,
medieval walls and half-timbered houses.
Day 7 A scenic drive along the famous Black Forest High Road,
visiting Lake Mummeslsee and the fashionable spa town of Baden-
Baden. We climb to the summit of the 2,191-foot Merkur Mountain
by Germany’s longest funicular railway.
Day 8 Travel to the old walled town of Villingen, and join the Black
Forest Railway for a journey including loops, tunnels and a high
viaduct. Next a visit to the Black Forest Open Air Museum, to
discover the history and culture of the region. 
Day 9 Travel to the
Alsace wine village of
Riquewihr then through
the mountainous Vosges
region of France for an
overnight stay in the
Rheims area. 
Day 10 Short channel
crossing and return to
Sussex for taxis home.

£1675 per person sharing
a twin or double room

Single supplement £239

PAYMENT SCHEDULE

(payments are per person)

£100 deposit at time of booking.
A further £200 by 1 Feb 2019. 

Additional £250 by 1 Feb 2020

Final balance by 10 July 2020

Travel insurance – price available nearer departure

OBERAMMERGAU
PASSION PLAY &
THE BLACK FOREST 2020
Tuesday 15 September 2020 for 10 days

NEW TOUR PASSPORT REQUIRED
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RESERVE YOUR PLACE NOW WITH A £100 DEPOSIT
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Where can I go with
Roadmark in 2019?
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After the hustle and bustle of Christmas and the New Year
why not join Roadmark’s first holiday of 2019 for a leisurely
and relaxing break on the Isle of Wight?

Your Holiday Itinerary
Monday One of our taxis will collect you from home and bring you
to the coach. We head to Portsmouth for the Wightlink ferry, with
time to have refreshments during the 45-minute crossing. Following
a lunch break in Ryde we will follow a coastal route to Bembridge.
Tuesday A day at leisure
Wednesday Our ‘Around the Island’ excursion will show you some of
the Isle of Wight’s prettiest villages and spectacular coastal scenery.
Thursday A day at leisure.
Friday Before taking the ferry back to the Mainland we will spend
some time in the Island’s principal town of Newport. There are
elegant squares with Victorian and Georgian architecture, and a wide
range of shops both large and small. There is normally a Farmers’
Market on Fridays, providing the opportunity to purchase local
produce to take home. We will take an early afternoon crossing so
as to meet the taxis at a reasonable time. 

Your Holiday Hotel
Once owned by George V’s Lord in Waiting, Bembridge Coast
overlooks the Solent, with direct access onto the beach and
coastal path. The late Queen Mother also used to visit to watch
yachts racing during Cowes Week. There is a lift to the bedrooms
(and some ground floor rooms), all of which are tastefully
decorated, some with a balcony, offering comfortable chairs and
reading lights, tea and coffee making facilities, and a modern
bathroom with either bath or shower. At dinner and breakfast,
you will have a reserved table in the Four Seasons Restaurant,
where there is a great choice of food. As with all Warner hotels
there is a programme of daytime leisure activities, a heated
indoor pool and live nightly entertainment. One evening will
feature Variety LIVE, with the best music and dancing from the
60’s,70’s and 80’s. 
www.warnerleisurehotels.co.uk

Your Holiday Hotel
You will stay for three nights, with dinner, bed and breakfast at
Fownes Hotel. Formerly a Victorian glove-making factory, Fownes
is only a short stroll from Worcester city centre. Bedrooms have
tea and coffee making facilities and a hairdryer. The Hotel has a
lift. A three-course choice dinner menu is served including
tea/coffee, and each day starts with a full English breakfast.
www.fowneshotelworcester.co.uk

This new short break takes us to the historic cathedral city
of Worcester. It includes a visit to one of the country’s best
snowdrop gardens, and explores some of the towns and
villages of the Cotswolds and Malvern Hills.

Your Holiday Itinerary
Friday A taxi pick up from your home to the coach. Travelling
through Oxfordshire and the Cotswolds we will reach Worcester
early afternoon, allowing time to explore, visit the Cathedral or take
a stroll by the River Severn before dinner.
Saturday After breakfast we will drive through Cotswold Villages
such as pretty Chipping Campden, with its honey-coloured stone
cottages, to Batsford Arboretum. Batsford is home to one of the
UK’s largest private tree collections. Wander through drifts of
snowdrops and enjoy impressive displays of spring flowering bulbs.
The visitor centre has a café and gift shop. 
Sunday We will take a drive through the Malvern Hills Area of
Outstanding Natural Beauty, then via Upton-upon-Severn and
Tewkesbury to regency Cheltenham for a short stop. This afternoon
we visit Colesbourne Park, where the gardens are renowned for their
magnificent display of rare snowdrops. The collection was started in
1874 and now has around 350 different varieties.
Monday Leaving Worcester, we will return through the Cotswolds
to Oxford, City of Dreaming Spires. There will be a couple of hours or
so in which to explore and find lunch before we head home to Sussex
and the waiting taxis.

WARNER’S BEMBRIDGE
COAST
Monday 7th January for 5 days

£239 per person
in a standard twin or
double room

£265 per person in a
Signature room

Deposit £75 per person

Travel Insurance £24pp

£249 per person
sharing a twin or double room

£40 sole occupancy supplement

Deposit £75pp

Travel Insurance £21.75

THE COTSWOLDS AT
SNOWDROP TIME
Friday 8th February for 4 days

NEW TOUR

EARLY SEASON SAVER
FROM JUST

£239 PER PERSON

EARLY SEASON SAVER

FROM JUST

£249 PER PERSON
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This tour takes you to Bodelwyddan Castle Hotel in North
Wales. Set in 260 acres of parkland, the imposing Castle is
home to the National Portrait Gallery’s Victorian Collection.
Bodelwyddan has all the amenities of a modern Hotel and, in
the past few years, has been given a £6 million renovation
and awarded an AA 4* rating. 

Your Holiday Itinerary
Monday A taxi will collect you from home and bring you to the
coach. We drive through the Midlands, past Chester and arrive at
Bodelwyddan Castle by the end of the afternoon.
Tuesday A day at leisure to enjoy the activities and entertainment
at the Hotel.
Wednesday “Scenic Snowdonia” excursion taking you through
the rugged and mountainous landscape of the National Park.
Thursday An optional excursion to Bodnant Garden. With its
dramatic mountain backdrop, Bodnant is a showcase of garden
creativity. In February there are snowdrops as far as the eye can see,
and you can explore the specially designed Winter Garden.
Alternatively, visit the seaside town of Llandudno, nestling beneath
the cliffs of the Great Orme.
Friday We are homeward bound after breakfast, and when we
reach Sussex there will be taxis waiting to take you to your door.

Your Holiday Hotel
Bodelwyddan Castle lies just a few miles inland from the coast
of North Wales and less than an hour’s drive from the peaks of
Snowdonia. It is not a real castle but a glorious and romantic folly,
an appealing mixture of Gothic, Jacobean and Greek revival styles.
Guests enjoy use of the Leisure Club with its heated indoor pool,
sauna, tropicarium and spa pool. Other activities include snooker,
Tai Chi, Zumba and table tennis, and you can admire the Victorian
portraits on display in the opulent interiors of the Castle.
The theme for this four-night break is Great British entertainment,
with live comedy, music and dancing. 
www.warnerleisurehotels.co.uk/
hotels/bodelwyddan-castle-hotel

Your Holiday Hotel
The Royal York & Faulkner Hotel is owned and managed by
the Hook family. It provides comfortable accommodation in a
charming Regency building situated at the centre of the
Esplanade. We are assured of a warm welcome and a high
standard of food and service. There are small individual shops
and attractive gardens within walking distance. The Hotel has a
three-star rating, and there is a lift to all floors.
www.royalyorkhotel.co.uk

Roadmark guests have been visiting the East Devon seaside
town of Sidmouth for many years and it is always one of the
most popular destinations in our tour calendar. Nestled
between the red cliffs of Peak and Salcombe Hills, and the
green slopes of the Sid Valley, Sidmouth has a unique charm
and has changed little in recent times. In 2019 we are offering
two departure dates. For this first tour we have been able to
secure lots of rooms for sole occupancy, all at no supplement,
making this an ideal tour for the single traveller. 

Highlights & Inclusions
� Four nights at the Royal York & Faulkner Hotel on the seafront,

with traditional silver service at your table.
� A full day to the Cathedral City of Exeter. We include a fascinating

tour of Exeter’s Underground Passages, built during the 14th
and 15th centuries to bring a supply of fresh drinking water into
the City.

� A Mystery Day Out with Devon Cream Tea.
� A visit to Kingston Lacy, a lavish family home built to resemble

an Italian Palace in the rural Dorset countryside.
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WARNER’S
BODELWYDDAN CASTLE
& SNOWDONIA
Monday 11th February for 5 days

£335
per person standard room

£359
per person Signature room 

Does not include entrance to Bodnant Garden, which is
payable on the day (free for National Trust members)

Deposit £75pp

Travel Insurance £24pp

£419 per person. No single supplement

Reduction of £15 for NT members

Deposit £75pp

Travel Insurance £24pp

There are plenty of rooms for single travellers on this holiday,
at no supplement. Couples are also most welcome, as we have
twin or double rooms available.

SEE PAGE 22 FOR DETAILS OF OUR OTHER HOLIDAY TO
SIDMOUTH IN AUGUST

SPRINGTIME IN
SIDMOUTH
Sunday 17th March for 5 days

FEBRUARY SUPERSAVER
FROM ONLY

£335 PER PERSON

NO SINGLE SUPPLEMENT

Roadmark Reservations 01903 7412336

REDUCTION FOR

NATIONAL TRUST

MEMBERS

Roadmark Reservations 01903 7412336



Your Holiday Hotel
The family owned and managed Lanhydrock Hotel and Golf Club
is a luxury Hotel that offers a warm welcome on the outskirts of
the old county town of Bodmin. There are 46 contemporary
bedrooms all equipped with TV, hairdryer, and tea/coffee making
facilities. The restaurant provides beautiful views of the
countryside, overlooking the golf course, and features a varied
modern English menu using local produce wherever possible.
Complimentary Wi-Fi is provided throughout the Hotel. 
www.lanhydrockhotel.com

Spring is the perfect time to experience the awakening
beauty of a glorious English garden, and we have devised
an itinerary taking you to five of the finest Cornish gardens.
Our tour is based at the comfortable Lanhydrock Hotel and
Golf Club, nestled amongst 180 acres of countryside,
surrounded by the joys of spring. 

Your Holiday Itinerary
Day 1 A taxi will collect you and your luggage from home and bring
you to the coach to join your driver and fellow travellers. We drive to
the West Country, arriving at the Hotel late afternoon. 
Day 2 Pencarrow House, Padstow & Bedruthan Steps
This morning we visit Pencarrow House and its beautiful gardens.
Lying at the foot of a sweeping valley, this largely Georgian mansion
boasts a fine collection of paintings, porcelain and furniture, whilst
the extensive gardens are a joy to explore. The floral season starts
in March with a dazzling display of camellias, and there is also a
sunken Italian Garden, palm house, ancient Cornish cross and a
grotto. Next, we make our way to Padstow on the north coast with
time to take a stroll and find lunch. The return route takes us via
Bedruthan Steps, popular since Victorian times for its spectacular
views of rock stacks and the beach below.
Day 3 Trelissick & Trewithen 
Our first visit today is to the National Trust’s Trelissick Garden.
Set on its own peninsula, with panoramic views over the Fal estuary,
Trelissick is a glorious spring woodland paradise. Its huge oaks and
conifers can be traced back to the turn of the last century, when its
owner, the renowned plant hunter Carew Davies Gilbert, laid out the
Garden to display his discoveries. Later we move on to Trewithen.
Renowned as a masterpiece of landscape gardening, Trewithen has a

rich history and huge variety of beautiful specimens. Hopefully the
huge magnolia tree, which stands at about 65 feet high, will be in
flower when we visit. The historic private estate has been in
continuous family ownership for over 300 years. Spring is a riot of
colour, with early flowering magnolias, rhododendrons and camellias. 
Day 4 The Lost Gardens Of Heligan Or The Eden Project 
Heligan, on Cornwall’s lush south coast, has been hailed by The
Times as ‘The Garden Restoration of the Century’, and is a genuine
re-discovered secret garden, with a unique national collection of
camellias, 350 ancient rhododendrons and a giant magnolia tree.
Alternatively, you can spend today visiting The Eden Project, near
St. Austell. Hidden in a china clay pit are two giant domes, or biomes,
containing a huge variety of plants collected from all around the
world. Eden is more than just a huge, tropical garden, it is a gateway
into the relationships between plants and people, and a fascinating
insight into the story of mankind's dependence on plant life. 
Day 5 Lanhydrock House & Gardens
Before leaving for home we will pay a visit to the National Trust’s
Lanhydrock Estate, an impressive late Victorian home and gardens.
After a fire in 1881, the owner Thomas Charles, filled Lanhydrock
with the latest technology, including state of the art ovens and
warming cupboards in the kitchen and dining areas, central heating
systems and fire hydrants. Explore the kitchens and servants’
quarters, as well as the grand family spaces. Lanhydrock is famous
for its wide variety of magnolias and camellias. This afternoon we
will drive home to Sussex, arriving for early evening taxis.

£439 per person sharing a twin or double room

£139 supplement double for sole use

Reduction of £25pp for NT members

Deposit £75pp

Travel Insurance £24pp

SPRING GARDENS OF CORNWALL
Sunday 10th March for 5 days

NEW TOUR
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If you have never travelled on a Roadmark coach holiday
before you may be wondering what the experience entails,
whether you will enjoy the company of others on an extended
tour, and about the standard of the hotels we use? This short
break enables you to experience Roadmark hospitality at a
special reduced price. We invite you to join David, our
Managing Director, for a two-night stay at the comfortable
Hotel Miramar, with dinner and breakfast included. 

Your Holiday Itinerary
Day 1 You will be collected by taxi from your home and join your friendly driver and
fellow passengers on the coach. We will take a scenic route through The New Forest
with a lunch break in Lyndhurst, arriving in Bournemouth mid-afternoon. Our Hotel
is situated on the East Cliff, close to the town centre. Join Roadmark’s Managing
Director for a complimentary welcome drink before dinner this evening.
Day 2 After the Miramar’s delicious breakfast we will drive through some of the
town’s leafy chines to Sandbanks, home to some of the most exclusive properties
in the UK. The Sandbanks and Canford Cliffs coastal area is known as ‘Britain’s Palm
Beach’. We board the chain ferry across the mouth of Poole Harbour to the Isle of
Purbeck, and continue to the Victorian resort of Swanage before returning through
Corfe Castle and Wareham. Our other stop today will be in Poole, where you can
take a stroll along the Quayside with its colourful fishing boats and luxury
Sunseeker powerboats, and delve into the heart of the old town, once home to sea
captains and pirates.
Day 3 This morning we drive through some more of the New Forest to the City
of Salisbury, where Tuesday is Market Day. There will be time to explore, visit the
Cathedral and find lunch. During the afternoon we travel home, and when we
reach the local area a taxi will be waiting to take you home to your door.

Your Holiday Hotel
The 4-star Marriott Huntingdon Hotel is located on the
outskirts of Huntingdon. Relax and unwind in your Hotel room,
with its plush bedding and elegant marble bathroom with quality
toiletries. There is a Leisure Club with a fully equipped gym,
heated indoor swimming pool, whirlpool and sauna. You can
dine at leisure at a time of your choice, with a three-course
dinner menu and extensive buffet breakfast. The Hotel has a lift.
www.marriott.co.uk

Reduction for National Trust members
Join Roadmark for this long weekend break at a comfortable
four-star Hotel with fabulous rooms, individual dining and
top-class leisure facilities.

Your Holiday Itinerary
Friday A leisurely start after the morning rush as our taxi collects you from home
and brings you to the coach. We will arrive at the Hotel mid-afternoon to allow
plenty of time for relaxation before dinner. 
Saturday – ESSENTIAL CAMBRIDGE
Departing at 10.30 we will be in Cambridge in under an hour. On arrival we will
meet a Guide for a fascinating introductory walking tour of the City. We will see all
the major sights, including the old Cavendish Laboratory, where important scientific
discoveries were made, the Corpus Clock, the Senate House, and the outside of
many of the beautiful colleges. After the tour there will be time to explore further
at your own pace and find lunch. You may like to visit the Fitzwilliam Museum (free
admission), with its fascinating collection of antiquities from around the world.
Sunday – STAMFORD
Departing at 10.30, today we travel north to the old Lincolnshire town of Stamford.
It is one of those places we often call at for an hour or two, but which is well worth
a longer visit. Stamford is widely regarded as one of the finest stone towns in
England. The pretty facades of the town are favourites with film and television
producers. There are narrow alleyways and hidden courtyards, a variety of speciality
shops, traditional inns, cafés and restaurants. Time for a wander and a relaxing
Sunday lunch. Our return route takes us through the tiny county of Rutland, passing
Rutland Water which was the country’s largest reservoir when it opened in 1976,
and is a Site of Special Scientific Interest. 
Monday – WIMPOLE HALL
Departing at 10.30 we take a short drive to Wimpole Hall. Wimpole is a complete
working estate on a grand scale, with an impressive mansion at its heart. Explore
the Hall, where intimate rooms contrast with beautiful Georgian interiors, including
the breathtaking Yellow Drawing Room. The house is set in fine landscaped
parkland complete with a Gothic tower, Chinese bridge and a lake. After our visit to
Wimpole we continue the homeward journey, arriving for late afternoon taxis.

BOURNEMOUTH,
PURBECK &
THE NEW FOREST
Sunday 31st March for 3 days

£199 per person
sharing a twin or
double-bedded room

£36 sole occupancy supplement

Deposit £75pp

Travel Insurance is included for clients who do not have their
own cover

As a thank you for booking your first holiday with Roadmark you
will receive a £10 Holiday Voucher per person. Please note that
this holiday is intended only for those who have not previously
been with us on a holiday tour.

£299 per person
sharing a twin or double room

£59 sole occupancy supplement

Reduction of £16 for
NT members

Deposit £75pp

Travel Insurance £21.75pp

4-STAR RELAXATION
BREAK
visiting Cambridge,
Stamford & Wimpole Hall
Friday 12th April for 4 days

NEW TOUR

Roadmark Reservations 01903 7412338

INTRODUCTORY TOUR
FOR NEWCOMERS

FROM JUST
£199 PER PERSON

INCLUDING
COMPLIMENTARY

TRAVEL INSURANCE

FROM ONLY

£289 PER PERSON

Your Holiday Hotel
The 4-star Hotel Miramar styles itself as “The Country House
Hotel by the Sea” and is the epitome of an English Country House,
with its façade of Roman inspired pillars and curved balconies
overlooking lawns and terraces. The restaurant offers an
imaginative menu, using fresh local produce. Friendly staff provide
a high standard of service. All 43 bedrooms at the Miramar vary in
shape and size, and are elegantly furnished with luxury beds,
duvets and bed linen for your comfort. The majority of rooms
are fitted with a shower over the bath. The Hotel has a lift.
View the Hotel at www.miramar-bournemouth.com
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Your Holiday Ship
The 3-star MV Esmeralda is a comfortable vessel decorated in
traditional Dutch style. The 63 outward-facing cabins have twin
beds, air-conditioning/heating, TV, mini-safe and a small en-suite
bathroom with shower, toilet and washstand. The lounge and
reception are located on the upper deck, and the restaurant is on
the main deck. There is a lift between the promenade deck and
the main deck as well as a stair lift to the sun deck. The Esmeralda
is an ideal floating Hotel for those who like a traditional ambience
to go hand in hand with modern comforts.
There will be evening entertainment on two nights of the cruise. 
www.transriverline.com/our-ships/mv-esmeralda/

Holland is known as the Land of Flowers, famous for its
tulips that bloom in an explosion of colour. This new tour
enables you to see the best of Holland from the picturesque
Dutch waterways.

Your Holiday Itinerary
Day 1 Taxi pick up from your home to the coach. We drive to
Folkestone and through the Eurotunnel to France. We make our way
through Belgium and Holland to Zaandam, not far from Amsterdam.
Late afternoon/early evening we embark MV Esmeralda and enjoy a
welcome cocktail while our bags are taken to our cabin. D
Day 2 After breakfast we will board the coach and drive to
Keukenhof Gardens for the day. Keukenhof is the world’s most
famous and largest flower show, with around 7 million bulbs in
bloom and 800 varieties of tulips providing a unique and
unforgettable springtime experience. After our visit we will return to
the ship, which will be waiting for us in Amsterdam. Time for a short
exploration of the City either before or after dinner. BD

Day 3 After breakfast take a sightseeing cruise to see some of the
highlights of the Netherlands’ capital. The canal trip takes us under
historic bridges and past the picturesque merchants’ houses that
give Amsterdam its charming and iconic character. We return to the
Esmeralda for lunch and spend the afternoon cruising between
Amsterdam and Hoorn. This historic city is located on the shores of
the IJsselmeer and is home to many listed buildings and was the
birthplace of the explorer Willem Schouten, who named Cape Hoorn
after his home town. Time to enjoy a stroll along the waterfront
before dinner. BLD
Day 4 Today sees a highlight of our cruise, as the ship makes an early
start from Hoorn, sailing out into the Ijsselmeer and then through
the network of canals to Alkmaar. This Dutch gem of a town is
famous for cheese-making and has a beautiful old centre with many
historic monuments and a range of interesting museums. You can
wander through the pretty canalside streets before returning to the
ship for a farewell Captain’s dinner. BLD
Day 5 After breakfast we say farewell to the Esmeralda, load the
luggage onto the coach and depart for home. We will drive to Calais
and take a train through the Channel Tunnel for the quick and
convenient journey back to the UK. B

£679 per person
sharing a twin-bedded
cabin on the lower deck

£719 per person
sharing a twin-bedded
cabin on the upper deck 

Due to the limited number of cabins available we regret it is
not possible for any cabins to be used for sole occupancy

Deposit £75pp

Travel Insurance £47.50pp

Please note that a reasonable degree of mobility is required
for this tour, as it may not always be possible to get the coach
immediately close to the ship. The itinerary listed above is
provisional and may be subject to change. For navigational
reasons and for passenger safety the Captain has the right to
modify the cruise itinerary. 
Meals on board ship: B = Breakfast, L = lunch, D = dinner

DUTCH BULBFIELDS CRUISE
includes Keukenhof Gardens & Amsterdam
Wednesday 3rd April for 5 days

NEW TOUR PASSPORT REQUIRED

Roadmark Reservations 01903 741233 9



Your Holiday Hotel
The four-star Maritime Hotel in Bantry is located on the
water’s edge enjoying uninterrupted views across Bantry Bay.
There are 100 designer bedrooms, some offering harbour
views and balconies, and others overlooking mature woodland. 
There is a leisure club with a large indoor pool, sauna and steam
room. The Hotel has a lift.
www.themaritime.ie

Explore West Cork’s coast and countryside while staying in
the charming harbour town of Bantry. Our new Irish offering
includes a boat trip to Garinish Island and a visit to Mizen
Head, Ireland’s most southwesterly point.

Your Holiday Itinerary
Day 1 Our door-to-door service will bring you from your home
to join the coach. We will drive through the Midlands and rural
Shropshire to Llangollen. The final stage of today’s journey takes
us over the Horseshoe Pass and through the Vale of Clwyd to the
Kinmel Hotel near Abergele. Dinner is included at our Hotel this
evening.
Day 2 We will need an early start today, heading over the Menai
Strait and crossing Anglesey to the port of Holyhead. Here we will
board a Stena Line ferry for the three-and-a-half hour crossing to
Dublin, during which breakfast is included. Arriving in Ireland soon
after midday we leave the city behind and drive through the rich
pastures of County Kildare and historic County Tipperary to Bantry.
Our stylish Hotel is set on Bantry Bay amid the three rugged
peninsulas of Mizzen Head, Sheep’s Head and Beara.
Day 3 A lazy morning to discover the little town of Bantry and
admire the views of the craggy Caha Mountains across the Bay.
Later we will take a pretty drive to Mizen Head, Ireland’s most
southwesterly point. At the end of the peninsula the cliffs rise high
above the Atlantic Ocean where the currents meet from the west
and south coasts, and the mid-Atlantic waves come crashing into the
land. Spend some time in the café and gift shop, or pay to continue

through the exhibition halls down the paths and across the bridge
high above the gorge to the Signal Station.
Day 4 We will be joined by a local guide for a coach tour of the
Beara Peninsula. Its winding coastline is dotted with traditional
fishing villages and its interior has dark folded mountains. We will
take the spectacular Healy Pass for one of the best views in Ireland.
This afternoon it’s time for a ferry ride into Bantry Bay to explore the
romantic Italianate garden on Garinish Island. The world-renowned
gardens are a result of the partnership of Annan Bryce and Harold
Peto and were bequeathed to the Irish people in 1953.
Day 5 A local day today, with an included visit to Bantry House and
Gardens. Purchased by the White family in 1730, the House has a
collection of tapestries, furniture and art treasures, mostly collected
by the second Earl of Bantry during his travels through Europe in
the 1800’s. The Gardens, still under reconstruction, are home to
subtropical plants, azaleas and rhododendrons, and have seven
terraces overlooking the Bay.
Day 6 We leave Bantry behind and drive past Cork to Midleton.
Here in the Old Distillery we will enjoy a guided tour and whiskey
tasting. The tour provides an insight into the lives of the workers
and how the precious liquor is made from grain to glass. A glass of
Jameson rounds off our visit before we set off to continue on the
coach to Waterford. We will make a short stop here in Ireland’s
oldest city founded by the Vikings in 914AD and the original home
of the famous glass manufacturer Waterford Crystal. We will spend
the last night of the tour at the Maldron Hotel in Wexford, with
dinner included.
Day 7 A bright and early start in order to catch the 08.00 sailing
from Rosslare to Fishguard. We drive home through South Wales
and over the Severn Bridge to arrive home in Sussex for taxis during
the middle part of the evening.

£665 per person
sharing a twin or double room

£120 sole occupancy
supplement

Deposit £75pp

Travel Insurance £41.50pp

At the time of writing a Passport is not required for travel from
the UK to the Republic of Ireland. This may change as a result
of Brexit, in which case you will be notified as soon as possible.
It is currently recommended that you carry some form of photo
ID to Éire.

BANTRY BAY
& The Wonders of West Cork
Sunday 28th April for 7 days

NEW TOUR
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Guernsey is a popular destination for those seeking a mild
climate and wishing to experience island life without having
to travel too far. Nor are there any worries about foreign
currency. Our 5-day tour includes a visit to the sleepy Isle of
Sark. You will be accompanied throughout the holiday by a
representative from Roadmark Travel. 

Your Holiday Itinerary
Day 1 There will be no need for too early a start today, as our ferry does not leave
Poole until 14.30. The high-speed Condor Liberation is a sleek modern trimaran.
You will have a pre-assigned Ocean Traveller seat, and during the 3-hour crossing
you can visit the café, bar and duty-free shop. On arrival in Guernsey an Island coach
will be waiting to take us on the short journey to our Hotel.
Day 2 A guided Island coach tour today, travelling with a local operator to explore
some of the beautiful scenery, beaches and look-out points. We visit the Little
Chapel, decorated with seashells, pebbles and broken china, and the Freesia Centre
to find out about the growing process and exotic fragrances.
Day 3 A full day excursion to the Island of Sark, about 50 minutes by boat from
Guernsey. On arrival we transfer by ‘tractor train’ to the centre of the Island.
We include a carriage ride around the Island – Sark is one of the few remaining
places in the world where cars are banned. Time at leisure before the return boat
to St. Peter Port.
Day 4 Enjoy a day at leisure. There are local buses into St Peter Port and to other
points on the Island. Guernsey is a walkers’ and cyclists’ paradise, while the
Guernsey Museum at Candie houses exhibitions on the archaeology and folklore
of Guernsey. Your Tour Manager will be on hand to offer help and advice.
Day 5 After a leisurely final breakfast at the Peninsula we will be taken by coach
into St. Peter Port. Guernsey’s capital has been a busy port since Roman times.
Castle Cornet, overlooking the harbour, has been at the forefront of the Island’s
history for hundreds of years. You may also like to visit the Military Museum,
Aquarium or Hauteville House, former home of Victor Hugo. Time for some last-
minute shopping (many things are competitively priced as Guernsey has no VAT)
and a farewell lunch before the homeward ferry leaves later this afternoon.
The Roadmark coach will be waiting in Poole for a speedy drive back to Sussex to
meet the taxis.

Your Holiday Hotel
The 3-star Peninsula Hotel has been well received by previous
Roadmark guests. Set in 5 acres of grounds in the northwest of
the Island it overlooks two sleepy fishing bays. There are 99
bedrooms with tea/coffee making facilities. The restaurant
serves a three-course dinner and buffet breakfast, using fresh
local ingredients. A lift serves all floors. 
www.peninsula.gg

Your Holiday Hotel
The Winnock is a family-run Hotel, created around an 18th century
inn, on the village green in pretty Drymen. We will receive a warm
welcome, quality cuisine, good service and entertainment. The 73
bedrooms are traditional in style, furnished in tartan fabrics.
There is no lift, but ground floor rooms are available on request.
www.winnockhotel.com

Britain’s favourite flower is found in abundance in the
Trossachs National Park, and this tour will try to catch
bluebell glades in full bloom. A chance to stay at two of
Roadmark’s favourite hotels, enjoy the scenery of Loch
Lomond and the Trossachs, and take a ride on one of
Britain’s best-loved railways.

Your Holiday Itinerary
Day 1 A taxi will take you to the coach and then we’re off to Skipton in North
Yorkshire today. Stay for one night, with dinner, bed and breakfast, at the
comfortable Rendezvous Hotel by the Leeds and Liverpool Canal.
Day 2 After breakfast board the coach for the short ride to Skipton Station.
The Settle to Carlisle Railway is regarded as one of the most impressive and scenic
railways in the UK. Opened in 1876, it took six years to build. The 72-mile journey
takes us across 21 viaducts, including the famous Ribblehead Viaduct, through the
wild scenery of the North Pennines, Eden Valley and Yorkshire Dales. We arrive in
Carlisle, where there will be time for lunch before driving through the Scottish
borders and on to our Hotel in Drymen. We join the Hotel management for a
welcome drink before dinner.
Day 3 A day’s adventure in the Trossachs. We drive through Aberfoyle then over
the spectacular Duke’s Pass to pretty Lock Katrine, looking out for those carpets
of blue along the way. After a soup and sandwich lunch we will set sail on the
Steamship SS Sir Walter Scott for an afternoon cruise. After dinner the Hotel has
arranged a weaponry display and storytelling.
Day 4 A short drive takes us to Loch Lomond, where we will embark on a cruise.
One of the Loch’s many islands is tranquil Inchcailloch, and we will land for a while
to experience its wild, natural beauty. In spring the Island is usually carpeted with
bluebells. Back at the Hotel this evening we have a Scottish Show, with bagpipes,
haggis and Highland dancing.
Day 5 After breakfast we set off to explore Duntreath Castle, with its attractive
grounds and 15th century keep. We will be met by Lady Edmonstone and Sir Archie
who will show us around their wonderful home. Afterwards, enjoy morning coffee
and homebaking before we return to the Hotel for an included lunch. A lazy
afternoon in Drymen is followed by dinner and live music.
Day 6 A prompt departure after breakfast, travelling south past Glasgow and
joining the motorway. Home to Sussex where the taxis await.
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GUERNSEY
IN THE SPRING
Tuesday 23rd April for 5 days

£549 per person
sharing a twin/double room

£65 sole occupancy supplement

Deposit £75pp

Travel Insurance £35pp

£545 per person

No single supplement

Deposit £75pp

Travel Insurance £26.50pp

BLUEBELLS OF
SCOTLAND
Plus the Settle to Carlisle Railway
Sunday 5th May for 6 days

NEW TOUR

Roadmark Reservations 01903 741233 11
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Your Holiday Hotel
Overnights will be at the smart Mercure Hotel in the centre of
Troyes. Our main Hotel is Hôtel Les Grillons in the lakeside hamlet
of Angon, about a twenty-minute drive from Annecy. Here you will
experience French hospitality at its best. There are just thirty rooms
so we have the Hotel virtually to ourselves. Run by a charming
young family, there is an ambience of tranquillity here, with a
pleasant garden, outdoor pool, mountain backdrop and just 200
metres from the Lake. Les Grillons has built a reputation for its
food. Chef Sebastian produces delicious contemporary French
cuisine, and the service is always impeccable. The Hotel has a lift.
www.hotel-grillons.com

In May we will once again be travelling with Tony Pragnell
to Hôtel Les Grillons on the shore of Lake Annecy. Probably
the most attractive lake in France, Lake Annecy, with its
crystal-clear water, is surrounded by some of Europe’s
highest mountains. Tony, who will be accompanying the tour,
has improved the itinerary and introduced new excursions
to Chambery/Lac du Bourget and Château de Menthon-
Saint-Bernard.

Your Holiday Itinerary
Saturday We take a pleasant route through Picardy and stay at the
Mercure Hotel in Troyes. Dinner is not included but the charming
medieval lanes of Troyes make it an ideal venue to dine out on a
summer’s evening.
Sunday A buffet breakfast at the Hotel and then a drive into the
Burgundy region with a lunch stop in the historic walled town of
Beaune. We continue through impressive scenery before reaching
the lakeside at Annecy and driving along the shore to the family-run
Hôtel Les Grillons. Our hosts, Aurelie and Sebastian, will be waiting
to welcome us. Evening dinner and breakfast are included
throughout our six-night stay. 
Monday – “The spectacular Alpine Passes” 
A scenic alpine day of around 100km, driving via Thônes, Manigod,
and Col de la Croix Fry to Col des Aravis for a coffee stop. Then via La
Clusaz to Le Grand-Bornand following the “Tour de France” route
up to Col de la Colombière. This famous mountain pass has featured
22 times in the Tour de France, most recently in 2018.
Tuesday – “Annecy”
We drive to Annecy, visiting on Market Day. The pretty medieval
quarter is laced with canals, flower covered bridges, pastel facades
and old arcaded streets. The Market has a lively atmosphere with
local produce and tempting specialities such as reblochon cheese.
This afternoon we enjoy a circular cruise to see some of the villages
around the Lake. 
Wednesday – “The Garden and the Gorge”
Gorges du Fier is one of the natural wonders of the French Alps,

and we will walk above the rushing river and venture deep into the
gorge. This afternoon another hidden gem at Les Jardins Secrets,
an enchanting combination of gardens and architecture, with
surprises, audacious creations and a family history to discover.
Picnic lunch with wine included today. 
Thursday – “Chambéry, Lac du Bourget, Rhône Canal”
First to Chambéry, historical capital of the Savoie region. A city of
art and history, a feeling of French and Italian, surrounded by Alpine
peaks. The Old Town is a great place to stroll around, with cobbled
streets full of outdoor cafés, galleried shops, mysterious lanes and
passages, mansions, trompe-l’oeil facades, Saint Francois de Sales
Cathedral, the castle of the Dukes of Savoie and the famous Fountain
of the Elephants. Leisure and lunchtime in Chambéry, then a drive
alongside Lac du Bourget to pretty Chanaz for a boat trip through a
lock onto the Rhône Canal.
Friday – “Château de Menthon-Saint-Bernard”
An easy local day, with a morning visit to Château de Menthon-Saint-
Bernard. This medieval castle stands on a 200-metre tall rock, its
impressive towers looming over Lake Annecy and the Roc de Chère
National Nature Reserve. There are beautifully furnished rooms,
13th century kitchens, a Great Hall with Louis XIV furniture, and
spectacular views of the Lake. Legend has it that when Walt Disney
was on holiday in the area he visited the Château, which gave him
the inspiration for Sleeping Beauty Castle. We return to the Hotel
for a lazy afternoon by the pool or a stroll by the lake.
Saturday We bid a sad farewell to our hosts and begin the journey
home. Lunchtime today will be in Nuits-Saint-Georges, one of the
most famous Burgundy wine villages. Overnight again at Mercure
Troyes with another chance to dine out locally.
Sunday Channel crossing from Calais this afternoon and then drive
back to Sussex to meet the waiting taxis.

£895 per person,
sharing a twin or double room

Sole occupancy
supplement £195

Deposit £75pp

Travel Insurance £46pp

LAKE ANNECY & THE HAUTE SAVOIE
with Tony Pragnell 
Saturday 11th May for 9 days

NEW ITINERARY PASSPORT REQUIRED
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It is a while since our last Mystery Holiday, and we always
have to be careful not to give too much away. The whole idea
is to keep you guessing, while providing an enjoyable and
interesting break, perhaps to places you have not visited
before. This tour has been arranged so that not even your
driver will know the destination until they receive their
instructions on the day! Everything is top-secret, and we
hope that you will come along and join in the fun. Although
there are no clues, we guarantee that the coach will not be
going anywhere near the M25!

Your Holiday Itinerary
Day 1 Taxi pick-up from your home to the coach to join your friendly
driver and fellow passengers. When everyone is on board the driver
will call Head Office for directions and open his/her sealed
instructions to find out which direction to point the coach in.
You will be asked to ‘Guess the Destination’ and the person who
gets the closest will win a bottle of bubbly. With a lunch stop en-
route, we reach the Hotel mid-afternoon for a welcome cup of tea
or coffee on arrival, and a chance for a stroll before dinner.
Days 2, 3 & 4 There will be two full-day excursions and one half-day.
As well as exploring the attractive countryside of this part of England
(or Wales or Scotland?) we will take you to a wildlife park, a cathedral
city, take a small trip on a railway and visit an inspiring National
Memorial.
Day 5 Homeward bound today, making a stop to find lunch in a
pretty heritage town with lots of charming old shops, houses and
inns. Our taxis will collect you from the coach at the end of the
afternoon and take you to your door.

Your Holiday Hotel
The holiday includes a four-night stay, with dinner, bed and
breakfast, at a Best Western Hotel close to the seafront and
not used by Roadmark on any of our previous tours. The charming
Victorian building has recently undergone extensive refurbishment.
Bedrooms are bright and airy, with tea/coffee making facilities.
There is a lift. 
www.topsecrethotel.org.uk

Your Holiday Hotel
The Academie is an elegant 4-star Hotel, situated in the historic
heart of Bruges, a short stroll from the Cathedral, Beguinage,
Minnewater Park and Lake of Love. There is easy access on foot
to the main squares, shops, museums and other attractions.
The bedrooms are air-conditioned, with TV, hairdryer and
tea/coffee making facilities. There is a lift, a good size restaurant,
cosy bar, garden and terrace. 
www.hotelacademie.be

It is difficult and expensive to find hotels in Bruges in
midsummer, but we have secured space at the conveniently
situated Academie Hotel. Only about an hour and a half’s
drive from Calais, the small Flemish City is famous for its
remarkable medieval architecture, 13th century Belfry,
network of picturesque canals and delicate lace-making. 

Your Holiday Itinerary
Day 1 Taxi pick-up from your home to the coach. We cross to France through the
Channel Tunnel then drive to Bruges, arriving soon after lunchtime. Once we have
checked into the Hotel the afternoon is free to begin exploring and to choose from
one of literally hundreds of restaurants for dinner.
Day 2 A day out to the seaside! We drive to the resort of Ostend, known for its long
sandy beach and promenade. Explore the town, stroll through the pedestrianised
Vissersplein, with its popular seafood restaurants, visit the pier or simply relax on
the beach. This afternoon we continue along the coast to Blankenberge.
The resort’s Belgian Pier juts out 350 yards into the North Sea, and the town is
known for its art nouveau architecture.
Day 3 Spend the entire day in Bruges, where there is an incredible amount to
see and do. Take one of the beautiful old horse-drawn carriages, a canal-boat
trip perhaps, visit one of the city’s two breweries, its many museums or the
Kantcentrum. This fascinating exhibition tells the story of the Bruges lace industry
past and present.
Day 4 Luggage will be taken to the coach after breakfast, and there will be more
time in which to explore, enjoy lunch and undertake some last-minute souvenir
shopping. Leaving Bruges mid-afternoon we head home through the Eurotunnel,
arriving to meet the taxis early to mid-evening.

SEASIDE MYSTERY
HOLIDAY
Monday 6th May for 5 days

£429 per person,
sharing a twin or double room 

Double/twin for sole
occupancy supplement £69

Deposit £75pp

Travel Insurance £24pp

£339 per person
sharing a twin/double room

Supplement for sole
occupancy of a double or
twin room £96

Deposit £75pp

Travel Insurance £31pp

Please note that this tour is Bed & Breakfast only at the Hotel.
Dinner is not included in the price. Eating out in Bruges is an
easy and pleasurable experience, with a host of eateries from
inexpensive pavement cafés to chic top-class restaurants, all
within easy walking distance of our Hotel.

BREATHTAKING BRUGES
Monday 3rd June for 4 days

NEW HOTEL &
ITINERARY

PASSPORT REQUIRED

Roadmark Reservations 01903 741233 13
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Your Hotel in Andorra
The 4-star Sport Hotel in Soldeu is built in a traditional rustic
style. It is centrally situated in the village, about 1,850 metres
above sea level among attractive scenery in the heart of Andorra.
There are 165 bedrooms, all with private facilities, safe, hairdryer
and television. All 6 floors are served by a lift. The public areas
include a restaurant and bar in traditional style. A few minutes’
walk away is the luxurious spa at the Sport Hotel Hermitage which
you may use for a modest additional charge. 
www.sporthotel.sporthotelsandorra.co.uk

The principality of Andorra is found in the heart of the
Pyrenees bordering both France and Spain. It has a stunning
landscape, many historic towns and villages, and one of
Europe’s oldest parliaments. 

Your Holiday Itinerary
Day 1 Taxi pick-up to the coach and drive to Folkestone whilst
enjoying a complimentary tea/coffee. Eurotunnel to France then
south on the motorway past Le Mans to Tours on the River Loire.
Our Hotel here is the Kyriad, with dinner and breakfast included.
Day 2 We are soon on the road again, travelling through France
and passing Toulouse before arriving in the foothills of the Pyrenees.
We cross into Andorra for a 5-night stay. A welcome drink awaits our
arrival at the Sport Hotel in Soldeu.
Day 3 After two full days on the coach a chance to enjoy a day at
leisure, relax at the Hotel, visit the spa and explore the village.
Day 4 Today we will be joined by a local guide for an excursion
through the mountainous countryside around Soldeu. In the
afternoon our Guide will take us to visit the capital, Andorra la Vella.
You may like to do some shopping, as the town is a duty-free hub.
It is also the highest altitude capital in Europe. The Old Quarter is
particularly attractive and has monuments full of history and
brimming with charm.

Day 5 A full day on the coach, crossing into Spain to visit Ribes de
Freser. Here we take the rack railway high into the mountains
through the wonderful Vall de Nuria. The railway covers a distance
of 12.5 km and climbs over 1,000 metres. There will be time for
refreshments before the return journey.
Day 6 We drive across Andorra and cross the border to the Spanish
town of La Seu d’Urgell in the Catalan Pyrenees. There will be time
to explore and visit the traditional Farmers’ Market where local
handicrafts are on offer. La Seu has an attractive medieval centre
full of arcaded stone streets, watched over by a beautiful
Romanesque Cathedral.
Day 7 Leaving Andorra we re-enter France and head west to the city
of Lourdes where we will have our lunch stop. This small market
town has a fortified château at its centre, and is one of the world’s
most important sites of pilgrimage and religious tourism. Lourdes
has the second highest number of visitors in France, after Paris. Later
we will pass through some of Spain’s Basque region to our overnight
Hotel, the Gran Hotel Durango, about 30 minutes from Bilbao.
Day 8 After a leisurely breakfast we will drive to Bilbao and stop by
the Guggenheim Museum, unfortunately closed on Mondays.
The famous architectural landmark is a great example of ground-
breaking 20th century architecture. We will follow a coastal route to
Santander, arriving for a mid-afternoon sailing of the Pont-Aven. This is
Brittany Ferries’ flagship, and you will spend tonight in a comfortable
cabin with private facilities. Meals on board the ship are not included.
Day 9 Arrival mid-afternoon in Portsmouth and make the short drive
home to meet the waiting taxis.

£819 per person,

sharing a twin/double room

£165 sole occupancy
supplement including
inside cabin for sole occupancy

Deposit £75pp

Travel Insurance £46pp

Cabins Santander to Portsmouth (Brittany Ferries)

Prices shown above apply to inside cabins with an upper & a
lower berth (bunk bed)

Supplement for an inside cabin with 2 lower berths £24.50pp

Supplement for an outside cabin with 2 lower berths £39pp

ANDORRA, SPAIN & THE PYRENEES
Monday 20th May for 9 days

PASSPORT REQUIRED
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The Pembrokeshire Coast was Britain’s first coastal National
Park and has stunning scenery. We are returning to the
popular Cliff Hotel near Cardigan, from where we will
explore this unspoilt part of Wales. New to this year’s
itinerary is a ride through the foothills of Cader Idris on the
delightful Talyllyn Railway.

Your Holiday Itinerary
Day 1 Beautiful scenery today, as we drive through the
Gloucestershire Cotswolds and rural Herefordshire, skirting the Black
Mountains and Brecon Beacons. We reach our Hotel late afternoon.
Day 2 We make our way through the National Park to the walled town
of Pembroke. Here we will take a guided tour of Pembroke Castle,
a mighty fortress that was the birthplace of Henry VII. There will be
time to find lunch in the town, walk around the 900 year old walls and
see the newly installed bronze statue of Henry on Mill Bridge.
Day 3 Following Cardigan Bay to the university town of Aberystwyth
where we will make our coffee stop, we continue alongside the River
Dovey to Tywyn, home to one of the ‘Great Little Trains of Wales’.
We will take a round trip on the Talyllyn, a historic narrow-gauge
steam railway set in the beautiful Mid-Wales countryside. It was the
world’s first preserved railway, and our journey crosses seven miles
of spectacular scenery past streams and waterfalls through a remote
valley in the Merioneth Mountains.
Day 4 Today we visit St. David’s, the smallest city in Britain. Spend
time strolling around the lanes and browsing the little shops before
visiting St. David’s Cathedral.
Day 5 Leaving Pembrokeshire we drive through South Wales and
across the Severn Bridge. Following a lunch stop in Marlborough we
will meet the taxis late afternoon/early evening.

Your Holiday Hotel
The Cliff Hotel & Spa is set high on a headland overlooking
Poppit Sands and Cardigan Island, and surrounded by
Pembrokeshire Heritage Coastline. Each of the 73 bedrooms is
stylish and decorated to a high standard, with some being located
in the main building and newer bedrooms in the extension.
The cosy bar has unbelievable views and there is a separate
lounge. The Hotel has leisure facilities including a salt water hydro
spa, steam room, sauna, hot tub and gym. There is a lift. You will
enjoy live musical entertainment on at least one night of your stay. 
www.cliffhotel.com

Your Holiday Hotel 
Your base for four nights will be the 3-star Foxfields Country
Hotel situated in the heart of the Ribble Valley with views across
to the Lancashire Hills. There are 44 spacious and comfortable
bedrooms, some of which are accessed via a short covered
walkway. There is no lift but ground floor rooms are available
on request. There are comprehensive spa facilities, including an
indoor pool, sauna and steam room. 
www.foxfieldshotel.com

If you are looking for something a little different, try our
new tour exploring the pretty countryside and picturesque
villages of the Ribble Valley, with a local guide on two days.
The area is home to some mysterious residents, and we will
hear tales of the unexpected, take a gentle canal cruise, and
visit one of Lancashire’s finest historic houses.

Your Holiday Itinerary
Day 1 Taxi pick-up from your home to the coach. We will travel
through Oxfordshire, Warwickshire, Staffordshire and Cheshire to
reach our Hotel by the end of the afternoon. 
Day 2 We will be joined by a Guide for full day exploring the Ribble
Valley. The area is well-known for being haunted, and we will hear
stories of textile rioting and ghostly sightings in Clitheroe, and
unsolved murders in Bashall Eaves. One of our stops will be at the
intriguingly named ‘Hark to Bounty Inn’ which has a fascinating history
and a Courtroom that was used from the 19th century until the 1930’s.
Lunch is included today at the Calf’s Head in Worston. We round off
the tour at the Sun Inn at Chipping, Lancashire’s most haunted pub. 
Day 3 Today we head to Skipton in North Yorkshire and take a
cruise along the Leeds and Liverpool Canal. This important and
scenic waterway is brought to life through a humorous and
interesting commentary. This afternoon we continue to Grassington,
one of Yorkshire’s prettiest villages. 
Day 4 Today’s guided excursion explores ‘Pendle Witches’ country.
We will hear about these unfortunate local women who were
branded as witches and put on trial in the 15th century. We also
visit Samlesbury Hall, a half-timbered medieval house and one of
Lancashire’s most impressive stately homes. It has a fascinating history
and is supposedly one of the most haunted locations in Britain.
Day 5 Homeward journey today, driving through the Midlands and
reaching Sussex late afternoon/early evening.

PERFECT
PEMBROKESHIRE
Monday 10th June for 5 days

£429 per person

No single supplement

£49 supplement per room
for a guaranteed sea-view room

£95 supplement per room
for a guaranteed premium sea-view room

Deposit £75pp

Travel Insurance £24pp

£455 per person,
sharing a twin or double room

Sole occupancy supplement £77

Deposit £75pp

Travel Insurance £24pp

TALES (and ales!)
OF LANCASHIRE
Sunday 16th June for 5 days

NEW ITINERARY

NEW TOUR
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Your Holiday Hotel
You will stay for four nights, with dinner, bed and breakfast, at the
Best Western Cresta Court Hotel near Altrincham, which has a
lift to all floors. This contemporary three-star Hotel has recently
refurbished bedrooms with tea & coffee making, hairdryer,
toiletries and complimentary high-speed internet. 
www.cresta-court.co.uk

Whether or not you are a fan of the powerful television
drama “Peaky Blinders”, this new tour is full of interesting
and unusual visits. We will be touring Manchester and
Liverpool with an expert guide, visiting Port Sunlight and
Arley Hall, and going behind the scenes at BBC MediaCity. 

Your Holiday Itinerary
Day 1 Taxi pick up from your home to the coach. We travel to
the West Midlands to visit The Black Country Living Museum.
This award-winning open-air attraction tells the story of the
world’s first industrial landscape with buildings, vehicles, a
fairground and an underground mine. Unbelievable as it seems, an
entire Black Country village has been created, brick-by-original-brick.
You will be able to take a ride on one of the heritage vehicles to
explore the canalside village where you can meet and chat with
costumed characters. There is even a 1930’s fish and chip shop,
and a traditional spit and sawdust pub!
Day 2 Today we enjoy a guided coach tour of Liverpool, with Julie,
an accredited Blue Badge Guide and expert in all things Peaky
Blinders. We will see some of the sites where the series is filmed,
including ‘Garrison Lane’ where the Shelbys grew up and which
housed the furnaces and pub. We include a ‘medicinal’ tipple at the
Peaky Blinders bar in Cains Brewery Village with its 1920’s theme
including Victorian fixtures and giant copper vats. Also on today’s
route will be a visit to Port Sunlight on the Wirral. The peaceful
Merseyside Village was founded by a Victorian entrepreneur to
house his factory workers. There are Arts and Crafts cottages,
a Museum, and the Lady Lever Art Gallery.

Day 3 Manchester was the first industrial city in the world, and
today our guide will take us on a fascinating tour including the Town
Hall, Northern Quarter and Victoria Baths. This afternoon we visit
Arley Hall and Gardens. Arley is one of the most interesting and
attractive homes in the northwest, and home to Viscount Ashbrook
and his family. The House has a warm and intimate atmosphere,
while the Gardens are outstanding, with variety and colourful
herbaceous borders. As well as featuring in Peaky Blinders, Arley
Hall has hosted weddings and funerals from Coronation Street and
episodes of The Antiques Roadshow.
Day 4 We return to Manchester to visit MediaCity, the new home
of the BBC in the North of England. A guided tour will enable you to
take a peak behind the scenes and walk in the footsteps of some of
your favourite celebrities. MediaCity is home to a whole host of BBC
programmes, including Match of the Day, Blue Peter, A Question of
Sport, Mastermind and BBC Breakfast, as well as the BBC
Philharmonic Orchestra. The friendly tour guide will entertain and
surprise you, providing a fascinating insight into how TV and Radio
work. A short stroll from MediaCity are the Salford Quays shopping
centre, the Lowry and the Imperial War Museum North.
Day 5 Enjoy a leisurely breakfast before we leave for home.
Travelling though the Midlands and Home Counties we will meet
the taxis during the late afternoon.

£439 per person
sharing a twin/double room

£69 sole occupancy supplement

Deposit £75pp

Travel Insurance £24pp

HIGHLIGHTS OF THE NORTHWEST
* Liverpool * Manchester * Peaky Blinders * BBC MediaCity
Sunday 23rd June for 5 days

NEW TOUR
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It is not easy to get a booking at the friendly Hotel Rex in
Weymouth, but we have been able to secure rooms there for
a long weekend break. Hopefully the sun will be shining so
that we can enjoy the resort, home to the sailing events in
the 2012 Olympics, and the beautiful coast of Dorset. 

Your Holiday Itinerary
Friday Taxi pick up from your home to the coach to join your
friendly driver and fellow passengers. We will drive through the New
Forest and visit the Dorset town of Wareham. Here there will be time
to enjoy a stroll and find lunch before we continue to Weymouth.
Saturday After breakfast we will enjoy the World Heritage Dorset
coastline and views of Chesil Beach, travelling to the village of
Abbotsbury. We will visit the famous Subtropical Gardens.
Abbotsbury has been described as 'Probably one of the best gardens
of its type in the world.' The magnificent Victorian walled garden is
set in 20 acres of woodland valley, where the unique micro-climate
enables rare and exotic species from all over the world to thrive.
Enjoy the sunken gardens with golden pheasants, the colonial style
teahouse, and visit the plant centre and gift shop.
Sunday No excursion today, allowing plenty of time to explore
Weymouth itself. The long sandy beach is dotted with colourful
beach huts and Georgian houses line the elegant promenade. There
are excellent views of the harbour from Jurassic Skyline, a revolving
viewing tower, and Victorian Nothe Fort. You may also like to pay a
visit to the Sealife Park with its variety of amazing sea creatures.
Monday We leave Weymouth and make our way to Swanage on the
Isle of Purbeck, passing ruined Corfe Castle on the way. After a brief
stop we will take the chain ferry across the mouth of Poole Harbour
and drive to Bournemouth where there will be time for lunch. Later
we head for home, meeting the waiting taxis late afternoon.

Your Holiday Hotel
The Hotel Rex was built as a summer residence for the Duke of
Clarence when King George III held his Royal Court in Weymouth.
It is situated at one end of the seafront, overlooking the beach
and Jurassic coast, and just a short stroll from the shops and
harbour. Facilities include a residents’ lounge, bar and Wi-Fi. There
is a lift, although there are a few stairs to some of the bedrooms. 
www.kingshotels.co.uk

Marco Polo
The 22,000 tonne Marco Polo is a familiar sight around British
shores. She is a classic ocean liner with a traditional profile,
beautiful teak decks and a distinctive blue hull. She provides a
warm and friendly atmosphere that reflects a truly intimate cruise
experience. Marco Polo is fully stabilised and air-conditioned, and
has eight passenger decks. Dine in the impressive Waldorf
Restaurant, the Indian Fusion speciality restaurant (supplement
applies) or, as an alternative more informal experience, the stylish
Marco’s Bistro. There are five lounges including the theatre-style
Marco Polo Lounge offering sparkling entertainment from the
highly talented show-team. Other facilities include a Library, Card
Room, shopping arcade, outdoor pool and, in keeping with her
heritage, a traditional walk-round promenade deck. 
www.cruiseandmaritime.com

Roadmark has teamed up with no-fly
cruise specialists Cruise & Maritime
Voyages to offer a one-night ‘taster’
cruise aboard the Marco Polo. If you are
considering a cruise this is a good
opportunity to sample life on-board.
The Marco Polo is not one of the huge
floating blocks of flats operated by the
larger cruise companies, but has a quiet
and intimate atmosphere and a capacity
for just 800 passengers. Whilst she may
not have the glamour and glitz of some
of the bigger ships you will enjoy the
relaxed atmosphere, comfortable
accommodation, good food and great
evening entertainment.

Your Holiday Itinerary
Saturday Meet the coach at one of our
regular departure points for the short drive
to Portsmouth to join Marco Polo. The exact
pick-up time will be notified to you nearer
the day, but we will probably arrive in
Portsmouth around midday so that you
can board the ship, enjoy a light lunch
(included), relax with a drink in the bar,
settle into your cabin and explore before
sailing later this afternoon. We make our
way out of the harbour, passing the Naval
Dockyard, ferries and sailing boats small and
large. Being midsummer, it will stay light
until late so you can enjoy the cruise along
the south coast. This evening enjoy a five-
course dinner and a fabulous show before
retiring to your cabin.
Sunday The ship docks early in Tilbury on
the River Thames. This is CMV’s main port
and we will arrive at the grade II listed
London Cruise Terminal. Disembark Marco
Polo after breakfast and join the coach for
the journey home to Sussex.
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WEYMOUTH SUMMER
SEASIDE SPECIAL
Friday 28th June for 4 days

£345 per person

Single supplement nil

Deposit £75pp

Travel Insurance £21.75pp

£112 per person
Standard Plus Twin Inner
Cabin (category 2)

£129 per person
Standard Twin Cabin
Ocean View (category 7) 

£146 per person
Superior Plus Twin Cabin
Ocean View (category 11) 

Other cabin grades may be
available – please enquire

A limited number of cabins
are available for sole
occupancy – please enquire 

Deposit £75pp

Travel Insurance –
enquire for details

Please note that door-to-
door taxi service is not
included on this short break.
Join the coach at one of our
convenient local pick-up
points: HORSHAM,
SOUTHWATER,
ASHINGTON, WASHINGTON,
STORRINGTON, WEST
CHILTINGTON, and
PULBOROUGH

MARCO POLO
MINICRUISE
Saturday 29th June for 1 night

NEW TOUR
NEW TOUR
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Your Holiday Hotel
The Raven Hall Hotel has a fabulous location overlooking Robin
Hood Bay and has won the ‘Best View in Britain’ award. Originally
called “Peak Hall”, it was built in 1774 and has a fascinating history,
becoming a Hotel in 1895. There are 55 bedrooms with television,
tea/coffee facilities and hairdryer, 90 acres of grounds and
battlements, a nine-hole golf course, tennis courts, putting green,
croquet lawn and a small indoor swimming pool. The Panorama
Restaurant has one of the finest views in Yorkshire. There is a lift,
although some bedrooms are accessed by a flight of stairs. 
www.ravenhall.co.uk

We travel to Ravenscar in North Yorkshire, a quirky village
built on spectacular cliffs. In Victorian times there were big
plans for it to rival the nearby resorts of Scarborough and
Whitby, until the company responsible for its development
went bankrupt! An opportunity to experience the dramatic
coastline and vibrant landscapes of the North York Moors
National Park, and the rolling chalky countryside of the
Yorkshire Wolds. 

Your Holiday Itinerary
Day 1 Taxi from your home to the coach to join your fellow
passengers. We drive through the Midlands and East Riding of
Yorkshire to reach Ravenscar by late afternoon.
Days 2-5 There will be daily excursions, including:
Whitby A coastal town and fishing port on the River Esk. Charming
tearooms and quirky shops in which to browse. Admire the ruins of
St. Hilda’s Abbey, uncover the dark story of Dracula, or visit the
museum dedicated to local hero Captain James Cook. New to Whitby
is a full-scale replica of Captain Cook’s Bark Endeavour, and you can
climb aboard the historic ship and delve into her rich history as a
discovery vessel on the high seas. (admission not included)

Scarborough Britain’s first seaside resort which has been
welcoming visitors for over 360 years! 
The North York Moors Railway We will hop on board a steam train
for a ride on one of the country’s best-known and longest heritage
railways, for a day filled with vintage charm and amazing scenery. 
Burton Agnes Hall – East Yorkshire’s hidden gem This Elizabethan
stately home has been described by Simon Jenkins as ‘The Perfect
English House’. The walled garden contains over four thousand
different plants and has won the prestigious HHA’s Christie’s Garden
of the Year Award.
Scampston Hall & Gardens
This Grade II listed country
house has a park designed by
Capability Brown. We include a
guided tour of the family home.
Day 6 Home today, travelling
via the motorway network and
reaching Sussex for early
evening taxis.

£569 per person
No single supplement

Deposit £75pp

Travel Insurance £26.50

Please note that a considerable
amount of walking will be required in order to maximise your
enjoyment of this particular holiday. Not suitable for anyone
with walking difficulties.

YORKSHIRE MOORS & WOLDS
Sunday 7th July for 6 days

NEW ITINERARY
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Your Holiday Hotel
The 4-star Imperial Hotel in Barnstaple is part of the well-
respected Brend family of hotels, past winners of the AA Hotel
Group of the Year. Situated by the River Taw close to the town
centre, the Imperial has the tranquillity and warmth of an elegant
country house. The Arlington Restaurant has a reputation as one
of the best restaurants in North Devon. Its menu features
imaginative dishes, complemented by attentive friendly service.
There are 63 bedrooms, some with views across the River.
Each has its own distinctive style and all are beautifully decorated
with exquisite soft furnishings. A lift provides easy access to all
floors. Tea and coffee making facilities are provided. Bathrooms
have luxury toiletries from Gilchrist & Soames. There is free Wi-Fi
available throughout the Hotel. Guests are welcome to use the
outdoor pool at the Health and Leisure Club at the nearby
Barnstaple Hotel. The Imperial is just a short stroll into the centre
of Barnstaple, with its range of independent shops and historic
Pannier Market.
www.brend-imperial.co.uk

Reduction for National Trust & RHS Members
We travel to North Devon for a four-night stay at the Brend
Imperial Hotel. The ancient town of Barnstaple was granted
its charter in 930 AD and was once a prosperous port,
especially for the American trade. It remains a thriving
market town with a traditional Pannier Market. There are
many fine buildings and attractive narrow streets and alleys.
There is also the ornate Queen Anne’s Walk and 13th century
Long Bridge. 

Your Holiday Itinerary
Day 1 A taxi pick-up from your home to the coach. We drive
through Somerset to reach our Hotel by the end of the afternoon.
Time to relax and unpack before enjoying a delicious dinner in the
elegant restaurant with its chandeliers and fine paintings.
Days 2-4 As well as time to explore Barnstaple our coach will take
you on excursions to…
� CASTLE HILL GARDENS Home of the Fortescue family and

steeped in Devon history since 1454. Situated on the southern
edge of Exmoor, there are 50 acres of gardens showcasing
historic parkland set against an 18th century Palladian Mansion.

� QUINCE HONEY FARM A family-run working honey farm which
has been producing top quality honey since 1949 and has over
1000 hives deep in the North Devon Countryside. We will take a
guided tour and sample some of the delicious product. 

� ARLINGTON COURT An intriguing Regency house and unique
collection of horse-drawn vehicles, set in a picturesque garden.

� LYNTON & LYNMOUTH Lynmouth straddles the confluence of
the West Lyn and East Lyn Rivers in a gorge 700 feet below its
neighbour Lynton. The area is known as ‘Little Switzerland’ and
became a popular tourist destination in the 18th and 19th
centuries, inspiring Romantic poets and authors. Explore the
attractive twin villages which are connected by a Victorian water-
powered cliff railway.

� ROSEMOOR GARDEN Nestled in the Torridge Valley, RHS
Rosemoor blends formal and informal plantings to magical effect.
It has the largest Rose Gardens in the South West, the stunning
Hot Garden, a Devon Cottage Garden, a lake, stream and waterfall.

Day 5 After breakfast we will load the luggage and drive home with
happy memories of our holiday in this beautiful part of the country.
We will arrive for late afternoon taxis.

£559 per person
No single supplement

Reduction of £11
for NT members

Reduction of £10
for RHS members

Supplements apply for guaranteed river-facing rooms.
Enquire for details. 

Deposit £75pp

Travel Insurance £24pp

NORTH DEVON DELIGHTS
Sunday 14th July for 5 days

NEW TOUR
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Your Holiday Hotel
Dunston Hall is a 4-star country house Hotel in a wooded
parkland setting a few miles to the south of Norwich. The Hotel
has spacious bedrooms with hospitality tray and complimentary
Wi-Fi. There is a well equipped health club with a heated indoor
pool, whirlpool, sauna and steam room.
www.qhotels.co.uk

Calling all lovers of steam railways and vintage transport!
Join us for another very special holiday, travelling on one of
South Coast Motor Services’ immaculately presented single-
deck coaches from the 1960’s. Southdown buses, in their
smart green and cream livery, were a familiar sight on the
roads of Sussex and Hampshire. The Company’s comfortable
coaches, with air suspension and large panoramic windows,
were used on touring holidays throughout the British Isles
and Europe. All entrances & fares (totalling nearly £70) are
included in the tour price.

Your Holiday Itinerary
Day 1 A taxi will take you to join the Classic Coach (and classic
driver). We will drive to Essex for a visit to the Epping & Ongar
Railway. The preserved railway, operated largely by volunteers, has
an impressive range of steam and diesel locomotives and a fleet of
heritage buses. We will take a round trip from Epping Forest to the
grand grade II listed Great Eastern station of Ongar. After time to
visit the buffet and gift shop we will rejoin the coach and continue to
Dunston Hall for a four-night stay, with dinner, bed and breakfast.
Day 2 We drive to Wells-next-the-Sea on the North Norfolk coast to
take a ride on the World’s smallest public railway. Built along four
miles of the old Great Eastern track bed, the Wells and Walsingham
Light Railway opened in 1982. It has a gauge of just 10¼ inches.
Enjoy the nostalgic sounds and smells of steam travel on the journey
to Walsingham. Here there will be time to explore the village and
visit the shrine before rejoining the coach. This afternoon we will
visit The Thursford Collection. Founded by George Cushing MBE,
Thursford is a working museum of mechanical organs, old-fashioned

fairground carousels and static displays of road engines and
extravagant showmen’s engines, and all kinds of related
memorabilia. It also has one of Europe’s largest Wurlitzer organs
which is regularly played on open days.
Day 3 Our destination today is the East Anglia Transport Museum
near Lowestoft. Founded in 1965, this unique project is designed
to show the development of working mechanical transport over
the best part of a century. It is a living museum, where vehicles of
yesteryear can be seen in action, sounds of the past are brought
back to life, and where you can journey back in time by travelling
on some of the exhibits along the Museum’s streets. Admire the
vintage trams and trolleybuses, the East Suffolk Light Railway,
cars and commercial vehicles.
Day 4 Not one, but two heritage steam railways today. The Bure
Valley Railway runs through 9 miles of rural Norfolk between
Wroxham on the Norfolk Broads and the small town of Aylesham.
The 15-inch gauge line runs over the trackbed of the East Norfolk
Railway. Lunchtime in the seaside town of Sheringham before we
take a round trip on The North Norfolk Railway, also known as the
‘Poppy Line’. This standard gauge railway runs through an Area of
Outstanding Natural Beauty to Holt. Enjoy the preserved country
stations, railway museum and signal box, buffet and souvenir shop.
Day 5 After breakfast we will set off to Bressingham, where a visit
to the Steam Railway and Gardens will round off our tour.
The Gardens were established by Alan Bloom in the 1940’s.
His enthusiasm for steam trains and traction engines developed into
a fascinating collection and there are three narrow-gauge railways
running for over four miles through the gardens, woodland and
countryside. Bressingham is also home to the Dad’s Army Collection,
with Jones’ Butchers Shop, Frazer’s Funeral Parlour and the Swallow
Bank. Later we drive to Sussex, say goodbye to our travelling
companions and return home by taxi.

£519 per person,
sharing a twin or double room

Sole occupancy supplement £75

Deposit £75pp

Travel Insurance £24pp

Please note that the coach used on this tour will have high
entrance steps. There is no toilet on the coach. For this reason,
and due to the nature of some of the visits, the holiday is
unsuitable for anyone with walking or mobility problems.

STEAMING THROUGH NORFOLK
by classic            coach
Sunday 21st July for 5 days

NEW TOUR
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Southdown 1749 pictured in Dunster on ‘Steaming Through The Quantocks’ in 2017
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Your Holiday Hotel
The three-star Ascot Hotel overlooks Douglas Bay in the Island’s
capital. It is a small family-run Hotel that prides itself on offering
guests a warm welcome and friendly service. Your stay includes
dinner and full Manx breakfast. Due to the age and layout of the
building not all bedrooms have level access from the lift as there
are small steps along the corridors. Coaches cannot access the
front of the Hotel, so passengers are dropped off on the
Promenade, from where it is a short uphill walk. There are 6 steps
into the reception area and 6 steps into the restaurant. There is
free Wi-Fi in all rooms.
www.ascothotel.im

Reduction for National Trust & English Heritage
members
The Isle of Man is not all about motorcycle racing and
favourable tax rates. Join us to discover this tiny island’s
varied landscape, Victorian engineering marvels and
enchanting heritage railways and trams. It is just 33 miles
long and 13.5 miles wide, so we can explore most of the
Island in just a few days – from tip to toe.

Your Holiday Itinerary
Day 1 Taxi pick-up from your home to the coach, and drive through
the Midlands, Cheshire and Lancashire. Our overnight Hotel is the
comfortable Samlesbury Hotel in the Ribble Valley. Dinner and
breakfast included.
Day 2 This morning we visit the city of Lancaster, with time to
explore and find lunch before continuing to Heysham for the
afternoon ferry (crossing time approximately 3.5 hours) to Douglas.
Our Hotel is just a few minutes from the port so we will soon be
checked in and enjoying dinner. The coach will drop-off on the
Promenade, from where it is a short uphill walk to the Hotel
entrance. Luggage will be transferred by the porters. Please see note
below about access.
Day 3 A visit to the Manx Museum introduces the Island’s 10,000-
year history. Next, we will take a journey along the coast on the Manx
Electric Railway. It is one of our oldest narrow-gauge railways and
still uses the original Victorian and Edwardian rolling stock. At Laxey
we will visit the world’s largest working waterwheel, the Lady
Isabella. The wheel stands at 72 feet high and has been one of the
Island’s most popular attractions for well over 150 years. Later we

take another electric train to the summit of Snaefell. Seven
‘Kingdoms’ are visible from the top of the Island’s only mountain,
at 2,036 feet.
Day 4 We drive via St. John’s, site of Tynwald Hill which was the
original assembly place for the Isle of Man Parliament. One of the
Island’s newest attractions is its Motor Museum at Jurby. Enjoy the
collection of over 400 cars, motorcycles and commercial vehicles
from around the world. Among the historic vehicles on show is a
1953 Humber Super Snipe Tourer built for and used by HM The
Queen and Prince Phillip on their Coronation tour of the
Commonwealth. Later we will continue to the Point of Ayre,
the northernmost point on the Isle of Man. The return route to
Douglas takes us over the Mountain Road which forms part of
the famous TT Motorcycle Course.
Day 5 A nostalgic steam train journey through some of the Island’s
loveliest countryside to Port Erin. There will be time to explore the
seaside town before we continue to The Sound of Man at the
southern tip of the Island. The Visitor Centre contains a wealth of
information about the history of the area, and there is a café built
into the headland from where there are panoramic views of the
Sound and the Calf of Man, a small island directly opposite.
Day 6 There is no excursion today, allowing you to stroll in Douglas,
take a ride on one of the historic trams pulled by heavy Shire horses,
or venture further afield by local bus. Don’t forget to get some tasty
vacuum-packed Manx kippers to take home. 
Day 7 The Hotel will provide an early breakfast so that we can
take the morning sailing to Heysham, arriving there at midday.
We travel home via the motorways and reach the waiting taxis in
Sussex mid-evening.

£655 per person
sharing a twin/double room

Single room supplement £89

Deposit £75

Travel Insurance £27.50

Reduction of £8pp for NT/EH Members

Please note that, due to the fact that the coach cannot access
the Hotel directly, involving an uphill walk from the Promenade,
the layout of the Hotel, and the nature of the visits, this tour is
unsuitable for those with walking difficulties.

THE ISLE OF MAN 
from tip to toe
Wednesday 24th July for 7 days

NEW ITINERARY
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Reduction for National Trust members
This extended weekend break takes you to Shropshire to
enjoy the world’s longest-running flower show. We also visit
Ironbridge, birthplace of the Industrial Revolution and a
UNESCO World Heritage Site, and two fine National Trust
properties. 

Your Holiday Itinerary
Friday Our door-to-door service will bring you to the coach. Today we will visit
Coughton Court in Warwickshire, home to the Throckmorton family for 600 years.
Discover the family story and how they were linked to the infamous Gunpowder
Plot. There is a riverside walk, a display of roses in the walled garden, National Trust
café and gift shop. We continue through the Midlands and rural Shropshire,
reaching our Hotel near Shrewsbury by the end of the afternoon.
Saturday After breakfast we will drive to Shrewsbury, an attractive and historic
town which sits in a loop of the River Severn. Spend today at one of the country’s
premier flower shows, with admission included. The Show attracts top exhibitors.
The Quarry Marquee is the main floral venue, with stunning displays to admire
and inspire. The Dingle Marquee is home to floral art. There will be music on the
Bandstand, and a programme of arena events throughout the day. In 2018 events
included show jumping, jousting and a falconry display. Of course, there will be
plenty of food and drink to sustain you during your visit.
Sunday A completely different kind of visit today, as we head to Ironbridge. Here
you will see the world’s first ever cast-iron bridge, built in 1779 across the Severn.
The Bridge is currently under restoration by English Heritage at a cost of over £1
million. Next, you will be taken back in time to the age of Queen Victoria on a visit
to Blists Hill Museum. Experience what life was like when Britain ruled the world,
meet costumed characters in their authentic shops and cottages, buy curious goods
from a bygone era, check out weird Victorian remedies at the pharmacy and visit
the traditional sweet shop.
Monday We travel home today, rounding off an interesting weekend with another
National Trust visit. Upton House and Gardens are found near Banbury. The country
mansion is home to an extensive art collection, and there is a spectacular garden
created by Lady Bearsted. Enjoy lavish herbaceous borders, the kitchen garden and
Mirror Pool. We will reach Sussex by the end of the afternoon for taxis to your door. 

Your Holiday Hotel
The Royal York & Faulkner Hotel will need no introduction to
those who have travelled with Roadmark to Sidmouth before.
Situated on the Esplanade, the family-run Hotel has been popular
with our guests for many years. We always receive attentive
service, traditional comfort and really good food. The Hotel does
have a lift, although there are stairs in some corridors. There is a
spa with hydrotherapy pool, steam cabin and sauna (additional
charge applies).
www.royalyorkhotel.co.uk

Reduction for National Trust members
Life doesn’t change much in the little Regency seaside town
of Sidmouth, which is a sanctuary from the excesses of
modern-day tourism. Join us for a five-night summer break
at the family-run Royal York and Faulkner Hotel.

Your Holiday Itinerary
Day 1 On our journey to the West Country we will visit Kingston Lacy, home to
the Bankes family for over 300 years. The house, built to resemble an Italian palace,
has a famous art collection. The gardens feature sweeping lawns and a Japanese
Garden, complete with authentic tea house.
Day 2 Today is Dartmoor Day. We will drive to Exeter to join a GWR train for the
journey along a rural line that skirts the fringes of Dartmoor. Arriving in
Okehampton we transfer to a heritage diesel train for a scenic return trip to the
Meldon Viaduct. Rejoining the coach we travel to Tavistock then climb high onto
the Moor passing Princetown with its gloomy prison. Crossing the rugged central
part of Dartmoor, we return via Moretonhampstead and Bovey Tracey.
Day 3 View the estuaries of the River Teign and the River Exe today as we travel
via Teignmouth and Dawlish to Powderham Castle. One of Devon’s oldest family
homes, Powderham enjoys a picturesque setting within an ancient deer park beside
the Exe estuary. We will discover over 600 years of history on a guided tour.
Day 4 First to the old lace-making town of Honiton with time to explore the
Tuesday market. Then we will visit Killerton, the country house and estate given to
the National Trust in 1944 by Sir Richard Acland.
Day 5 A free day in which to relax at our Hotel, and enjoy a stroll in Sidmouth with
its small independent shops, promenade and colourful gardens.
Day 6 Travel home today, with a lunchtime stop in Dorchester, meeting the taxis
during the late afternoon.

THE SHREWSBURY
FLOWER SHOW
Friday 9th August for 4 days

£375 per person
sharing a twin or double room

£45 sole occupancy supplement

Reduction of £20pp
for NT members

Deposit £75pp

Travel Insurance £21.75pp

£579 per person
No single supplement

Reduction of £23pp
for NT members

Deposit £75pp

Travel Insurance £26.50pp

SUMMERTIME IN
SIDMOUTH
Saturday 10th August for 6 days

NEW TOUR

NEW ITINERARY

Roadmark Reservations 01903 74123322

Your Holiday Hotel
The traditional 3-star Buckatree Hall Hotel has a woodland setting
close to the Wrekin in Shropshire. There is a welcoming
atmosphere throughout with the public areas recently refurbished.
The restaurant overlooks the gardens and ornamental pond.
At busy times our group may be served in the Sir John Bayley Suite.
There are 62 bedrooms, most of which have lift access. All the
rooms are en-suite with a shower over the bath. The corridors of
the original building do have steps in places. The building has an
interesting history and is believed to have derived its name from
stag hunting days when a buck was found here in the fork of a tree. 
www.buckatreehallhotel.com
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This long weekend break takes you to Harrogate in North
Yorkshire, where the annual extravaganza of Gilbert &
Sullivan is set in the opulent Royal Hall. 2019 will be the
26th year of the International Gilbert & Sullivan Festival
which, with its special, magical atmosphere, is a truly English
eccentricity. As well as the main daily shows, there are
‘fringe’ events happening around the elegant spa town.
There is also the opportunity to visit Castle Howard, which
will be hosting the first ‘Countryfile Live in the North’ event.

Your Holiday Itinerary
Friday A taxi will collect you from home and bring you to the coach. We will drive
through the Midlands and South Yorkshire to arrive at the Cairn Hotel by the end
of the afternoon. After dinner, why not take a short stroll to familiarise yourself
with some of Harrogate’s attractive tree-lined streets and historic buildings?
Saturday Choose to spend today in Harrogate, where there will be plenty of
Gilbert and Sullivan related events and performances. Alternatively, join the coach
and travel to Castle Howard, about a 75-minute drive. Widely recognised as
‘Brideshead’ and one of our finest stately homes, Castle Howard will host many of
the much-loved Countryfile Live attractions on its 1000-acre site including Passion
for British Livestock and the Wildlife Zone. Meet some of the Countryfile team
from that popular television series and soak up the atmosphere at this new event
celebrating the best of the northern countryside. 
You will need to tell us if you wish to visit Countryfile Live at the time of booking.
An additional charge of £36pp will apply.
Sunday A full day at leisure in Harrogate, with an included matinee or evening
performance of a popular Gilbert & Sullivan operetta. Whilst details are not known
at the time of printing, we have included a grand-circle seat for one of the top
shows at the Royal Hall. Full details will be provided nearer the time and should be
available early in the New Year.
Monday After breakfast we will leave Harrogate and drive home, arriving for late
afternoon/early evening taxis.

Your Holiday Hotel
Spend three nights, with dinner, bed and breakfast, at the 3-star
Cairn Hotel in Harrogate. The Hotel was built in Harrogate’s
heyday as a spa town and has some lovely Victorian features. It is
ten minutes’ walk from the centre, and very close to the Royal Hall.
There is a lift to all floors. The bedrooms vary in shape and size,
all comfortably furnished and with tea/coffee making facilities.
www.strathmorehotels-thecairn.com

Your Holiday Hotel
The Ufford Park Hotel is situated in 120 acres of parkland on
the outskirts of historic Woodbridge. The Hotel has 90 bedrooms,
some with views across the Deben Valley, an 18-hole golf course,
indoor swimming pool, steam room and sauna. Many of the
bedrooms are on the ground floor, and there is a lift. Free Wi-Fi is
available throughout the Hotel. 
www.uffordpark.co.uk

Reduction for National Trust members
A new tour exploring some of the pretty towns and villages
of coastal Suffolk.

Your Holiday Itinerary
Day 1 We drive to Flatford, which lies in the heart of the beautiful Dedham Vale.
This charming hamlet was the inspiration for some of John Constable’s most
famous pictures. Wandering beside the River Stour or looking at Flatford Mill and
Willy Lott’s House, you can feel as if you are actually walking through one of his
paintings. Visit the new exhibition about Constable and enjoy the riverside tearoom.
We will arrive at Ufford Park late afternoon in good time to relax before dinner.
Day 2 Travelling via Snape Maltings we arrive in the coastal town of Southwold.
It is almost an island, being bounded by the North Sea to the east, by the River Blyth
to the southwest, and by Buss Creek to the north. There is a lighthouse, beach huts,
a pier, a busy harbour and a selection of small shops and restaurants. Southwold
boasts an award-winning brewery, Adnams, and there are quite a few pubs dotted
around the town, as well as the brewery’s own store and café.
Day 3 A local day today, in and around Woodbridge. This small town on the River
Deben is the ‘gem’ in Suffolk’s crown. There will be time to explore the small
independent shops, stroll by the River and find something to eat in one of the many
pubs and cafés. We include a visit to the 800-year-old Tide Mill. It was the country’s
first tidal-powered mill, and we will discover what life was like for a miller and his
family. Also included is nearby Sutton Hoo. This National Trust site is home to one
of the greatest archaeological discoveries of all time. Walk around the ancient burial
mounds and discover the incredible story of the ship burial of an Anglo-Saxon king
and his treasured possessions.
Day 4 This morning we visit the Suffolk Punch Trust, a charity dedicated to
breeding and preserving the Suffolk Punch horse. This iconic breed of heavy horse
is actually now rarer than the Giant Panda! This afternoon, relax and enjoy a gentle
cruise along the River Deben. The tidal Deben Estuary is a Special Protection area
and the on-board commentary will tell of its rich wildlife and history.
Day 5 After breakfast we will load the luggage and set off for home. Today’s lunch
stop will be in Maldon. This ancient town lies on the Blackwater Estuary and was
once a bastion against Viking raiders. You will find historic inns, churches and fine
medieval buildings. Later we head back to Sussex to meet the taxis late afternoon.
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THE HARROGATE
GILBERT & SULLIVAN
FESTIVAL
& BBC Countryfile Live
Friday 16th August for 4 days

£399 per person
sharing a twin/double room

£49 single room supplement
(these smaller rooms have a
single bed)

£36pp for Countryfile Live
North 

Deposit £75pp

Travel Insurance £21.75pp

£445 per person
sharing a twin or double room

£95 sole occupancy supplement

Reduction of £10pp for
NT members

Deposit £75pp

Travel Insurance £24pp

Please note that, due to the nature of the visits, this tour is
unsuitable for those with walking difficulties.

TREASURES OF SUFFOLK
Sunday 18th August for 5 days

NEW TOUR

NEW TOUR
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Reduction for National Trust Members
We have found a super country house Hotel in rural
Norfolk, where we will enjoy attentive service and good
food. Our new tour explores the Norfolk Coast area of
Outstanding Natural Beauty and includes a visit to
Sandringham, first opened to the public in 1977 to
celebrate the Queen’s Silver Jubilee.

Your Holiday Itinerary
Day 1 We make our way through Essex and arrive in Norwich for a lunchtime stop.
It is the most complete Medieval city in the UK and easy to walk round. As well as a
stunning Norman Cathedral there is a network of haphazard cobbled streets, city
walls and a majestic Castle. Later we continue to our Hotel, set in attractive grounds
close to the coast.
Day 2 Sandringham is The Queen’s private estate, and the Duke of Edinburgh took
on responsibility for its management at the start of her reign in 1952. Traditionally
it is where our Monarch and her family spend their Christmas, attending the small
church on the Estate. It was the setting for the first Christmas broadcast in 1932.
Sandringham is a friendly and informal place to visit, with knowledgeable guides in
every room of the House and beautiful gardens to explore. The Museum houses a
collection of Royal vehicles, rare ceramics, photographs and memorabilia.
Day 3 A journey of about an hour takes us to the pretty Norfolk Broads village
of Wroxham. Here we will take a cruise to discover this enchanting landscape.
A commentary will explain the origin of the Broads and point out places of interest.
This afternoon we visit Felbrigg Hall and Gardens, set in a rolling landscape park
with a lake. Felbrigg is a mixture of opulence and homeliness, where the stories of
its owners unfold through the completeness of its original contents. There is an
18th century Walled Garden, tea room and gift shop.
Day 4 We take a drive along the windy North Norfolk Coast to Walsingham.
This small village is famous for its shrines in honour of the Virgin Mary, and is home
to the ruins of two medieval monastic houses. Time to stroll in the village and visit
the Welcome Centre, where display panels provide information about the rise,
fall and restoration of the Shrine. This afternoon we visit the nearby Thursford
Collection. This very special museum was founded by local farmer George Cushing
and houses a large collection of steam engines, organs and fairground attractions.
Day 5 We leave the Pheasant Hotel after breakfast, and drive home to Sussex,
arriving for late afternoon taxis.

Your Holiday Hotel
The Pheasant Hotel is a charming 4-star country house Hotel,
enjoying a peaceful location in the village of Kelling on the north
Norfolk coast. There are 30 bedrooms, 24 of which are on the
ground floor, all beautifully presented with tea and coffee making
facilities, free Wi-Fi, and views of the Hotel lawns. The restaurant
serves local produce, and the bar has a wide range of real ales
and wines. 
www.pheasanthotelnorfolk.co.uk

Your Holiday Hotel
The Hallmark Welcombe Hotel has a superb setting in 157 acres
of landscaped grounds within sonnet-shouting distance of
Shakespeare’s birthplace. Built in 1866, the building has had a
£2.5 million refurbishment and features a large lounge with a
marble fireplace, chandeliers and impressive furniture. There are
78 bedrooms, all with the amenities you would expect of a 4-star
Hotel. It has a luxury indoor swimming pool, sauna and steam
room, and a state-of-the-art spa.
www.hallmarkhotels.co.uk

Reduction for National Trust & English Heritage
Members
A new tour proving the opportunity to spend four nights at a
luxury four-star Hotel and explore some of the picturesque
towns and villages in the Cotswolds.

Your Holiday Itinerary
Day 1 Taxi from your home to the coach. Today we will be visiting Upton House,
a Warwickshire country house dating from around 1695. Donated to the National
Trust in 1986, the House has a world-class art collection and fine porcelain. There is
a spectacular garden with huge cedar trees and extensive terraces, all created by
Lady Bearsted. There is a restaurant and shop. From Upton it will take less than an
hour to reach our Hotel on the outskirts of Stratford-upon-Avon.
Day 2 Today we explore the Cotswolds. Our first stop will be in Bourton-on-the-
Water where the bubbling River Windrush flows alongside the main street under
pretty bridges and past houses of traditional Cotswold stone. Then we visit the
Cotswolds Discovery Centre, housed in the Old Prison in Northleach. Discover more
about the protected landscape of the area and how people have helped shape it
over thousands of years. We include coffee and cake in the café.  We round off our
tour in Chipping Campden, one of the finest of all the Cotswold villages. Its High
Street is a delight, a broad gentle curve flanked on either side by an unbroken
sweep of buildings, with shops and houses dating from the 14th century.
Day 3 A free day in Stratford-upon-Avon. From our Hotel into Town is a gentle
half-hour stroll. Or travel in and return by coach. There is so much to see and do in
Stratford, take a river cruise, a sightseeing bus tour, visit one of the Shakespeare
properties or the RSC in their home on the banks of the Avon. A riverside walk leads
you to Holy Trinity Church where the Bard is buried.
Day 4 Our short excursion today takes you to Kenilworth to visit the Castle.
One of the great historical sites of the UK, it was a royal castle for most of its history
and one of our most formidable fortresses. In 1266 it withstood the longest siege
on English soil. Later it was transformed into a lavish Tudor palace for Elizabeth I. 
Day 5 After breakfast we leave Stratford and make our way to Burford with its
pretty High Street and antique shops. Continuing through the Thames Valley (and
avoiding the M25) we will meet the taxis by the end of the afternoon.
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NORTH NORFOLK &
ROYAL SANDRINGHAM
Thursday 29th August for 5 days

£539 per person
sharing a twin or double room

Sole occupancy supplement £95

Reduction of £10
for NT members

Deposit £75pp

Travel Insurance £24pp

£399 per person
sharing a twin or double room

Sole occupancy supplement £85

Reduction of £10 for NT 

Reduction of £10
for EH members

Deposit £75pp

Travel Insurance £24pp

THE COTSWOLDS &
STRATFORD-UPON-AVON
Monday 9th September for 5 days

NEW TOUR NEW TOUR

Roadmark Reservations 01903 74123324
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Your Hotel in Switzerland
The impressive Grandhotel Giessbach sits dramatically above
Lake Brienz, and is a winner of “Swiss Historic Hotel of the Year”.
Built in the belle-époque era, the building is more reminiscent of
a stately home than a Hotel, with a variety of salons and seating
areas. Each of the bedrooms, accessed by lift, is decorated in a mix
of traditional styles with elegant furniture. The main restaurant
on the ground floor overlooks a waterfall, and there are terraces
offering fabulous views of the Lake. The Hotel has its own funicular
railway, constructed in 1879, that descends through the woods and
over bridges to the Lake. Free Wi-Fi is available in all areas. 
www.giessbach.ch

The Bernese Oberland is located in the western part of
Switzerland. Enjoy fabulous Alpine scenery and ascend two
of the region’s highest mountains. Our Hotel on Lake Brienz
is situated next to a waterfall and has Europe’s oldest
funicular railway. Switzerland is an unashamedly expensive
country – the included excursions on this tour add up to
about £180 per person!

Your Holiday Itinerary
Day 1 Join your drivers and fellow travellers on the coach.
Eurotunnel to France, then through Belgium and Luxembourg to
our overnight Hotel, the Mercure Saarbrucken Sud.
Day 2 Via Strasbourg, Basel and Lucerne and arriving at our Hotel
overlooking Lake Brienz by the end of the afternoon. A welcome
drink will be served whilst porters take luggage to the bedrooms.
Day 3 A local day today, visiting Meiringen, a pretty town considered
to be the birthplace of the meringue. We will take the funicular to
the Reichenbach Waterfalls, from where the famous detective
Sherlock Holmes plunged to his death. After our descent we
continue to the end of the valley to view the Aareschlucht Gorge.
Walk along the pathway that follows the Gorge and marvel at how
it has been carved out of the rock over centuries. Lunchtime in
Meiringen and an afternoon visit to the Ballenberg Open Air
Museum which houses over 100 original centuries-old buildings
from all over Switzerland.
Day 4 A real highlight of our holiday today, travelling through the
steep-sided Lauterbrunnen Valley. We board a cable car for a ride to
the summit of the Schilthorn, made famous by the exploits of James
Bond. This cable airway is one of the longest in Switzerland and was
one of the most technically challenging to build. The summit is almost
10,000 feet above sea level and has a revolving restaurant, the Piz
Gloria, which featured in the 1969 James Bond Movie ‘On Her Majesty’s
Secret Service’ starring George Lazenby as Agent 007. This Australian
actor and former model only appeared in two of the Bond films.
Day 5 We drive along the Lake and take the road that winds its way
up to the mountain village of Adelboden. This classy ski resort is
situated on a terrace looking south to the Engstligen, and is popular
with hikers in summer. Next, we visit Thun at the end of the Lake.
There will be time to explore and find lunch in this historic town
with its 12th century castle. The return journey takes us along the
northern shore to complete a full circuit of Lake Thun.
Day 6 Our drivers have deserved a day off, so we will ride down on the
Hotel funicular to the Brienzersee and take the boat across the Lake to
the woodcarving village of Brienz. Here we join the Brienz Rothorn
Railway, riding behind a vintage steam locomotive as the train puffs
its way to the summit, taking over an hour to climb 1,690 metres.
Day 7 Sadly we have to leave the Grandhotel Giessbach and begin
the homeward journey. Overnight at the Mercure Hotel in
Saarbrucken.
Day 8 Returning through France we take the Eurotunnel home and
reach Sussex during the middle part of the evening.

£1199 per person,
sharing a twin or double room

Supplement for sole
occupancy £186

If you prefer to travel with
us to stay at the Grandhotel Giessbach and plan your own
itinerary whilst in Switzerland, the tour price is £975pp. Please
note that this does not include the excursions on days 3-6 

Deposit £75pp

Travel Insurance £43pp

Please note that, due to Hotel access and to the nature of
some of our visits, this tour is unsuitable for anyone with
walking difficulties. 

For operational reasons, and to make best use of the weather
conditions, it may be necessary to change the order of the
excursions during our stay in Switzerland.

THE BERNESE OBERLAND
Travelling in the footsteps of
Sherlock Holmes & James Bond
Saturday 21st September for 8 days

NEW TOUR PASSPORT REQUIRED
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Roadmark’s Tour Manager Mark says…..
“A few years ago I was lucky enough to be the driver to the
Bernese Oberland. Without doubt, the ride on the spectacular
Brienz Rothorn rack railway was the most amazing train
journey I have ever experienced. It seemed impossible that
our small and rickety steam engine, which belched smoke
and hissed steam as it climbed steeply through the meadows
and forests, would ever haul us to the top of the mountain.
On reaching the summit I was in awe of the incredible Alpine
views and enjoyed an ‘apfelstrudel’ whilst admiring the
mountain peaks and the lake far down in the valley below.”
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A thrilling day at the races, Newmarket behind the scenes,
the National Stud, Warren Hill Gallops, and a visit to Palace
House, home of the National Heritage Centre of Horseracing
and Sporting Art. But we have more than racing! We visit
classical Cambridge, enjoying an introductory walk with a
local guide. We go to Wimpole Hall and Estate, the largest
private house in Cambridgeshire. And finally we have time
in Ely with its magnificent Cathedral known as “The Ship
of the Fens”. This unique tour will be accompanied by
Tony Pragnell. Tony has first-hand knowledge of racing,
having created and guided numerous specialist horseracing
tours throughout Europe, as well as an involvement with
racehorse syndication.

Your Holiday Itinerary
Thursday We visit Wimpole Hall in Cambridgeshire. The mansion was bequeathed
to the National Trust by Mrs Elsie Bambridge, daughter of Rudyard Kipling. Explore
Georgian interiors and intimate rooms. Enjoy the formal gardens, working farm
and one of the largest Rare Breeds centres in Britain. Discover a thriving working
estate, with vistas created by landscapers Capability Brown and Humphrey Repton.
A choice of cafés for lunch. We continue to our Hotel this afternoon.
Friday Today is devoted to Newmarket, the birthplace of thoroughbred horse
racing, and the largest racehorse training centre in Britain. Newmarket is home to
around 3000 horses, 80 training stables, 2800 acres of training grounds, 70 miles of
undulating gallops, 60 stud farms and a wealth of racing history dating back to the
reign of Charles II, who did so much to develop the sport. Tony will give us a guided
tour, tracing the history of racing up to the modern day, with a peek over the wall
into historic racing stables, state of the art training establishments, stud farms and
working gallops. We will venture onto the Warren Hill Gallops where the finest
horses in the world are trained. We visit The National Heritage Centre for

Horseracing and Sporting Art, situated in Charles II’s sporting palace and stables.
It comprises three attractions: a new National Horseracing Museum, a Gallery of
British Sporting Art, and a chance to meet former racehorses and learn what they
do after racing. It was voted Suffolk Museum of the year 2017. The Tack Room Café
is perfect for lunch. Then on to The National Stud, set in acres of tranquil paddocks
where valuable stallions receive their visiting mares, and future champions are
made. We use our own coach and have an expertly guided tour of the stud, pausing
to view the various paddocks and barns. 
Saturday We are at the races for the big day of the Newmarket autumn meeting.
Premier Enclosure badge included. The best enclosure with the elite of the sport in
attendance, top jockeys, international owners and elite trainers. “The
Cambridgeshire” is the big race, a super spectacle, with thirty top-class horses
storming down the Rowley Mile. 
Excellent viewing, a choice of grandstands, pristine parade ring and paddocks, with
an array of facilities for food, drinks and relaxation before and during racing. Every
Roadmark guest will be entered in our private sweepstake. One lucky person drawn
at random will be the recipient of £1000 if the chosen horse wins the big race! 
Sunday Leisure time in Cambridge today, beginning with an introductory guided
walk with a local guide. The famous University City holds a reputation as a centre
of excellence both in learning and ambience. Cambridge has plenty of places of
interest, King's College Chapel, the delightful meadows of the Backs, punting on
the River Cam, and of course, all those wonderful historic college buildings.
Although a city of scholars and enriched by beautiful architecture, Cambridge
maintains its market town feel, creating a charming atmosphere.
Monday Our final day takes us home via Ely, renowned for its Cathedral,
a magnificent building with a unique Octagon Tower dominating the landscape.
We have time to see the Cathedral, Stained Glass Museum, Oliver Cromwell’s House
or Ely Museum. The little town is ideal for lunch and a stroll around before
continuing a journey home. We will reach Sussex in time for late afternoon taxis.

£459 per person
sharing a twin/double room

Supplement for sole occupancy
of a double room £116

Deposit £75pp

Travel Insurance £24pp

CAMBRIDGE & THE SPORT OF KINGS
with Tony Pragnell
Thursday 26th September for 5 days
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Your Holiday Hotel
The Holiday Inn at Huntingdon is, by co-incidence, on the
grounds of Huntingdon Racecourse. No racing during our stay,
but a quiet and attractive countryside setting, within thirty
minutes’ drive of Cambridge. 
There is a restaurant and bar, 24-hour room service and Wi-Fi.
There is a lift to the bedrooms, which have telephone, flat-screen
TV, hairdryer, iron, ironing board, and tea and coffee facilities.
We have a buffet breakfast each morning, and a three-course
dinner each evening. 
www.ihg.com (and enter Huntingdon UK)
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Your Holiday Hotel
We have 6 nights at 4-star Alpendomizil Neuhaus Hotel and
Spa; traditionally Tyrolean, yet with a modern feel. The Hotel is
located in the heart of Mayrhofen with all the village facilities
just a few steps away. Throughout our stay we include buffet
breakfasts and evening meals with menu choice. There is music
in the evenings, leisure facilities, pool and spa.
www.alpendomizil.at

The Almabtrieb Festival is celebration time at Mayrhofen
in the idyllic Ziller Valley. This is the weekend when the
cattle leave the high mountain pastures as autumn closes in.
The village has a festive atmosphere as more than 300 cows
come home decorated with floral headgear and clanging
bells, herded through the village by the farming families
including the children in traditional dress. It's a great
sight and Roadmark will be there to join visitors and locals,
enjoying street stalls, local food, wine and music.

Plus magnificent alpine scenery, and two of the famous little
steam trains of the Tyrol !

We have included....
� Reserved carriages for a journey on the Ziller Valley Steam Train
� A journey on the Achensee Cog and Steam Railway, climbing to

the lake in the mountains
� Visit to Innsbruck. Capital of the Tyrol. See the Golden Roof etc.
� Visit to scenic villages including Gerlos and Rattenberg
� Visit to Pertisau alongside lovely Lake Achensee
� We also take you to the panoramic viewpoint at the top of the

famous Berg Isel ski jump

Mayrhofen is a busy, trendy village, beneath high alpine
peaks in the picturesque Ziller Valley. It is a ski resort in
winter, then genteel and attractive as the seasons change,
with shops, cafés, meadow walks, and cable-cars to the high
mountains for panoramic views. 

Your Holiday Itinerary
Sunday Eurotunnel to Calais. Overnight at Best Western Victor's
Residenz-Hotel Rodenhof, Saarbrucken. Evening dinner included.
Monday Breakfast at Hotel. Arrive late afternoon at Alpendomizil
Hotel Neuhaus in Mayrhofen. We stay 6 nights here, with buffet
breakfast and evening dinner included throughout our holiday.
Tuesday A short drive down the valley to Zillertaler Heumilch
Sennerei in Fugen. At this working cheese factory you can see the
process of cheese and butter making and visit the mini museum for
an insight into its history. The dairy is a co-operative and every day
about 270 farmers deliver their fresh hay milk for turning into the
delicious products which, of course, are available to taste and buy.
Then back to Mayrhofen for a leisurely afternoon with opportunities
for cable cars to the high peaks, walks, shops, cafés etc. The Hotel
has excellent leisure facilities and music each evening.
Wednesday Coach to Jenbach where we board the Achensee steam
and cog railway (included) for a 50 minute journey up to
Seespitz/Pertisau alongside Achensee, the highest lake in the Tyrol,
among lovely mountain scenery. Lunchtime by the lake at Pertisau,
with time for a steamer cruise this afternoon if you wish. We can call
in at Rattenberg on our way back to the Hotel. Rattenberg sits on the
fast flowing River Inn and is known for its glass-making. Watch glass
being blown and browse the little shops and cafés.
Thursday Coach to Innsbruck, capital of the Tyrol. Plenty of time
to see the sights, Golden Roof, Cathedral, Hofkirche, Stadtturn etc.
The ancient arcaded shops are ideal for browsing. And there are
plenty of cosy cafés for lunch. This afternoon we visit to the ski-jump
at Berg Isel, taking the funicular (included) to the panoramic
restaurant. Enjoy spectacular views while sipping a coffee alongside
the point where the ski-jumpers launch themselves down the slope.
Friday Morning visit to Gerlos, with time for a coffee in the village,
This is a journey for pleasure of the scenery en-route and beyond
Gerlos for a photo stop at the lake viewpoint, before turning around
just before the summit of the Pass. Back to Mayrhofen at lunchtime,
before we board the Ziller Valley Steam Train (fare included) for a
scenic journey along the valley to Jenbach where the coach will be
waiting to bring us back to our Hotel.
Saturday Mayrhofen Almabtrieb Festival. Enjoy this day of music,
Tyrolean costume, street-stalls, traditional food and drink, and watch
the ceremony of cattle parading through the main street as they are
brought down from the mountains wearing flowers, decorative
headgear and enormous cowbells. This is a great event for the
farmers and local people, the biggest day of the year in Mayrhofen
with coaches coming in from all over the country. We have a real
involvement because of all the farmers, our own hoteliers (the
Moigg Family) normally have the largest herd, brought right past
our Hotel and gathered in the adjacent field. 
Sunday Overnight at Best Western Victor’s Residenz-Hotel
Rodenhof, Saarbrucken. Evening dinner included.
Monday Breakfast at our Hotel. Return home, with Eurotunnel
crossing later this afternoon.

£899 per person
sharing a twin/double room

£125 sole occupancy supplement

Deposit £75pp

Travel Insurance £46pp

MAYRHOFEN
ALMABTRIEB FESTIVAL
and Steam Trains of the Tyrol
Sunday 29th September for 9 days

PASSPORT REQUIRED



Your Holiday Hotels
The Altens Hotel is located 4 miles south of Aberdeen. A large
contemporary Hotel, the Altens offers its guests comfortable,
well appointed bedrooms and inviting public areas. Rooms are
reached by lift and have Wi-Fi and tea/coffee making. There is
an indoor pool, Jacuzzi, steam room and gym.
www.aberdeenaltenshotel.co.uk

The 3-star Alexandra Hotel close to the centre of Fort William
is an imposing Victorian building offering traditional Scottish
hospitality. There is a lift to all floors. Due to the age and nature
of this grand old building the bedrooms are individual in size and
shape, with tea & coffee making facilities. There is free Wi-Fi in
the public areas.
www.strathmorehotels-thealexandra.com

Reduction for National Trust members
Our exciting two-centre holiday explores the wonderful
scenery of Scotland’s west coast, the delights of the east
coast, and so much in between.

Your Holiday Itinerary
Day 1 We journey via the Great North Road through Lincolnshire, Yorkshire and
County Durham, reaching our overnight Hotel by late afternoon. The Holiday Inn
Gosforth Park is a modern Hotel in quiet grounds close to Newcastle. Rooms are
spacious and well furnished, and there is a lift.
Day 2 After breakfast we continue north, travelling through the Scottish borders
and crossing the Forth Bridge to the Kingdom of Fife. Passing Perth and Dundee we
reach the North Sea coast and arrive at Altens Hotel to the south of Aberdeen for a
three-night stay.
Day 3 This morning a Guide joins us for a fascinating coach and walking tour of
The Granite City. Aberdeenshire is famous for its granite, and in the City you will
see stunning buildings made from this silvery-grey stone packed with tiny sparkling
crystals. It is Scotland’s biggest fishing port and the ferry terminal for the Orkney
and Shetland Islands. Aberdeen is also known as ‘The Flower of Scotland’ due to its
parks and gardens. Later there will be free time to find lunch and explore further at
your own pace before we return to the Hotel for dinner.
Day 4 Today we follow in the footsteps of kings and queens, driving along Royal
Deeside for a stop in the picturesque village of Ballater. Our main visit today is to
Crathes Castle. A magnificent 16th century tower house, Crathes has an intricate
maze of turrets, towers, oak panels and painted ceilings.
Day 5 We leave Aberdeen and set off on a drive from east to west across Scotland.
Our tour would not be complete without including a distillery, and we will stop in
Rothes to discover the magic of the single malt whisky at the Glen Grant Distillery.
Founded in 1840, Glen Grant is unique in being the only distillery named after its

owners. After our visit we drive through Strathspey for a ride on the Cairngorm
Mountain Railway, Scotland’s only funicular railway. It takes just 8 minutes to reach
the top station at nearly 3,600 feet, with panoramic views, a restaurant, shop and
the highest post box in the British Isles! We will then drive to Fort William, where
our Hotel for three nights is the Alexandra.
Day 6 A holiday highlight today, as we take a journey on the West Highland’s
Jacobite Steam Train, regarded as one of the best railway journeys in the world.
Setting off in the shadow of Ben Nevis, the line winds its way through the
countryside and across the 21-arched Glenfinnan Viaduct (made famous in the
Harry Potter films) to the end of the line at Mallaig. In this busy little fishing port
and ferry terminal there will be a short time to find lunch before hopping back on
board for the return journey.
Day 7 Another day of magnificent scenery, as we head further into the Highlands.
Passing Loch Lochy and the famous Five Sisters of Glen Shiel we arrive in Kyle of
Lochalsh. This used to be where the ferry departed for the Isle of Skye, but there is
now a bridge. We will cross to Skye for a short while before retracing our steps back
to Fort William.
Day 8 Via Glencoe, Loch Lomond and the Trossachs National Park to skirt Glasgow
before continuing through the Borders. Our final Hotel is the comfortable Preston
Marriott, overlooking the Lancashire countryside. Time to relax and perhaps take a
dip in the pool before dinner.
Day 9 Home to Sussex today, arriving for late-afternoon taxis to your door.

£799 per person
sharing a twin or double room

Supplement for
sole occupancy £199

Reduction of £10pp for
NT members

Deposit £75pp

Travel Insurance £32pp

SCOTLAND COAST-TO-COAST
* Aberdeen * Deeside * Strathspey * Jacobite Express * Isle of Skye
Saturday 5th October for 9 days

NEW TOUR
©
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Your Holiday Hotel
Waldeck Spa Resort, Bad Dürrheim, Black Forest
This modern, family-run 4-star Hotel is traditional in style and
located within a 5 to 10-minute stroll from the town centre.
The public areas are bright and spacious and include a reception,
bar, restaurant, roof terrace and garden. The 139 bedrooms
are light and spacious, each with a balcony, TV and hairdryer.
The Hotel has extensive leisure facilities that include an indoor
swimming pool, saunas, gym and spa services. There is also an
atmospheric wine cellar and bar area. The Hotel has a lift.
www.hotel-waldeck.com

Each autumn the city of Lahr hosts a vibrant
Chrysanthemum Festival, bringing a riot of colour to this
charming Black Forest town. With fabulous arrangements
of brightly coloured Chrysanthemums as far as the eye
can see, cultural events and music, the Festival attracts
thousands of visitors and is one of the highlights of the
Black Forest calendar.

Holiday Itinerary
Day 1 Eurotunnel from Folkestone to Calais then through France,
Belgium and Luxembourg to our overnight Hotel, the Novotel near
Metz, with dinner and buffet breakfast included. *
Day 2 We cross the Rhine into Germany, heading for a lunch stop in
Baden- Baden. This elegant spa town has attracted royals, the rich
and celebrities over the years. There are grand colonnaded buildings
and turreted art nouveau villas, open-air cafés and pristine gardens.
There will be the opportunity to ride on Germany’s longest funicular
railway to the summit of the Merkur Mountain at over 2000 feet
(fare not included). Part of this afternoon’s route will be along the
B500, known as the Black Forest High Road. There are magnificent
views of the Black Forest valleys as we drive south. Later we arrive in
Bad Dürrheim to spend four nights with buffet dinners and
breakfasts at the Waldeck Spa Hotel. Enjoy a welcome drink and a
short film about the history of the Hotel.
Day 3 A relatively short excursion today, crossing into the most
northerly part of Switzerland to experience the drama and beauty
of the Rhine Falls. One of Europe’s largest waterfalls, we will take a

30-minute boat trip sailing close to the central rock for which the
Falls are famous. We will also spend time in the medieval Swiss town
of Schaffhausen, where the houses of the pedestrianised Old Town
are decorated with oriel windows and lavishly painted facades.
Day 4 An early start after breakfast for Lahr, where the National
Chrysanthemum Society hosts its spectacular annual show.
Thousands of chrysanthemums transform this picturesque town
into a floral masterpiece. There will be plenty of time to explore
and enjoy the displays and perhaps treat yourself to a slice of Black
Forest Gateau!
Day 5 You may like to spend a day relaxing at the Hotel and enjoying
Bad Dürrheim. Alternatively, join our excursion to Mainau Island on
Lake Constance. This small wooded island is reached by a causeway
and hides numerous delights, including a Baroque castle, attractive
gardens and glasshouses, and a butterfly house. The cost of
admission is included.
Day 6 Having loaded the luggage onto the coach we leave Bad
Dürrheim and drive north through Germany. Passing Stuttgart and
Karlsruhe we cross the Rhine and on to the pretty town of Monschau
in the Eifel region. Here we spend the final night of the tour at the
Michel and Friends Hotel (formerly the Carat) with a buffet dinner
and breakfast.
Day 7 Returning through the Channel Tunnel, we reach Sussex in
time for early evening taxis.

£699 per person,
sharing a twin/double room

Sole occupancy supplement £85

Deposit £75pp

Travel Insurance £41.50pp

* Please note that twin rooms at the Novotel Metz will have a
double bed and a sofa bed.

THE BLACK FOREST CHRYSANTHEMUM FESTIVAL
Sunday 20th October for 7 days

NEW TOUR PASSPORT REQUIRED
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Cricket St. Thomas is a Warners Country House Hotel in
the heart of the Somerset countryside. The 18th century
regency mansion is set in gardens based on designs by
‘Capability’ Brown. Enjoy comfortable, modern
accommodation, first-class leisure facilities and live
entertainment. Cricket St. Thomas was often visited by
Lord Nelson and Lady Hamilton, and many will remember it
as the setting for the television series “To The Manor Born”. 

Your Holiday Itinerary
Day 1 A taxi will collect you from your door and, as soon as everyone is on board
the coach, we travel to Dorset, making a lunch stop in the hilltop town of
Shaftesbury. We will arrive at Cricket St. Thomas by mid-afternoon, allowing time
to relax before dinner.
Day 2 We make our way through pretty Somerset villages to Wells. Facing the
spacious green is the city’s famous cathedral. Construction was begun in the 12th
century and completed by the middle of the 14th. Its west front is one of the finest
in Britain. Time to stroll through the narrow streets, enjoy the small independent
shops and find lunch before we return to Cricket.
Day 3 The bustling little Dorset town of Bridport is less than an hour’s drive from
our Hotel. Its Market has been operating since the town was granted a charter by
Henry III in 1253. There will be time to browse the stalls, many of which offer local
produce, and find lunch in one of the old inns and cafés.
Day 4 A day at leisure to enjoy the Hotel and its surroundings. Take a dip in the
pool, stroll through the historic gardens, enjoy a game of snooker or simply relax
with a book in the comfortable lounge.
Day 5 We return by way of Dorchester, Poole and the New Forest. The Roadmark
taxis will be waiting to take you home.

Your Holiday Hotel
All the bedrooms at Cricket St. Thomas are equipped with
television, hairdryer, tea and coffee making facilities, comfortable
lounge chairs and en-suite bathroom. There is a wide range of
leisure activities, including a heated indoor swimming pool, sauna
and steam room. Pool, snooker, billiards, darts and table tennis
are available. Beauty treatments and massages may be booked
at the Spa (additional cost applies). You will find a range of bars
and coffee shops, and nightly entertainment is provided in the
Pavilion Cabaret Room. Please note that some bedrooms involve
a walk (mostly under cover) of about 200-250 yards to the main
restaurant and Ballroom area. The Hotel has a lift.
www.warnerleisurehotels.co.uk

Your Holiday Hotel
The 3-star Grand Hotel de Vianden is situated in the picturesque
medieval town of Vianden, at the foot of the Castle, and is a
couple of minutes walk from the town centre. There are
50 bedrooms, of varying shapes and sizes, and all with private
facilities. There are no telephones in the rooms. The Hotel has a
cosy bar, restaurant and terrace, and the enthusiastic proprietors
are on hand to ensure that everyone has an enjoyable stay. A lift
serves 3 of the Hotel’s 4 floors. A set menu is served on the day
of arrival, with a choice on subsequent evenings.
www.affiniaspence.com/hotel-Grand-Hotel-de-Vianden-
19623.html 

Luxembourg is one of Europe’s most historic countries,
despite being only roughly the size of Oxfordshire. Our tour
takes you to pretty Vianden, situated on the Our River in the
Ardennes region near the border with Germany. We include a
tour of Luxembourg City and a visit to Trier with its
important Roman remains.

Your Holiday Itinerary
Day 1 Taxi pick up from your home to the coach. Enjoy a complimentary hot drink
on the journey to Folkestone. Eurotunnel to France and then through Belgium and
on to Luxembourg, arriving at the Hotel late afternoon/early evening. Enjoy a
welcome drink before dinner.
Day 2 This morning we visit Vianden Castle. Built between the 11th and 14th
centuries, it is one of the largest and finest feudal residences from the Roman and
Gothic periods. The afternoon is free to explore further at leisure. The French writer
Victor Hugo visited Vianden, and his former home is now a museum.
Day 3 Today’s excursion will be to Luxembourg City. On arrival we will meet a guide
for a gently paced walking tour. Afterwards there will be free time to explore on
your own. There is plenty to discover, including the Grand Ducal Palace,
Luxembourg Castle and Museums of Art and Natural History. The pedestrian area
of the Ville-Haute has terraces, attractive squares and historic buildings. The trendy
shops of the capital city are ideal for some early Christmas shopping.
Day 4 First we drive to Grevenmacher on the River Moselle (Mosel in German).
Set amid fine scenery, the town is an important wine-growing centre, and we will
visit a producer to sample one or two of the region’s fresh and fruity wines.
Crossing the bridge into Germany, we will follow the River as it twists and turns
on its way to Trier. We will spend a while in Germany’s oldest city, well-known for
its fine Cathedral and Roman remains including the impressive Porta Nigra.
Day 5 After breakfast we will load the luggage and set off through Belgium and
France. Today’s lunch stop will be at a large hypermarket so that you can stock up
on wine, beer and other French specialities. A short hop to Calais, Eurotunnel to
the UK, and we will meet the taxis late afternoon/early evening.
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CRICKET ST. THOMAS
Monday 28th October for 5 days

Standard room
£439 per person
No sole occupancy supplement. 

Signature room
£465 per person
(twin/double only)

Deposit £75pp

Travel Insurance £24pp

£399 per person
No single supplement

Deposit £75pp

Travel Insurance £35pp

Please note that this tour is not
recommended for anyone with walking difficulties

GRAND DUCHY OF
LUXEMBOURG &
THE MOSELLE
Monday 4th November for 5 days

NEW TOUR

NEW TOUR PASSPORT REQUIRED

Roadmark Reservations 01903 74123330

JUST

£399 PER PERSON



Your Holiday Hotels
DUNSTON HALL (Tour A) combines Elizabethan and Victorian
styles. The 4-star Hotel is set in 150 acres of landscaped grounds
a few miles from Norwich. It is one of the well-respected Q-Hotels
chain, with spacious bedrooms and bathrooms, and leisure
facilities including a heated indoor pool and sauna. The public
areas include an elegantly decorated bar and restaurant.
Bedrooms have everything you would expect to find in a Hotel
of this standard, including Freeview television, hairdryer, tea
and coffee tray and complimentary Wi-Fi. There is a lift.
www.qhotels.co.uk/our-locations/dunston-hall

THE PHEASANT HOTEL (Tour B) is a charming 4-star country
house Hotel set in its own grounds, enjoying a peaceful rural
location in the village of Kelling on the north Norfolk coast. Its
bedrooms are beautifully presented, with tea and coffee making
facilities, free Wi-Fi, and views of the Hotel lawns. The restaurant
serves local produce, and the bar has a wide range of real ales and
wines. There is no lift, but ground floor rooms are available on
request. Read the reviews if you can – they speak for themselves.
www.pheasanthotelnorfolk.co.uk

Established as a firm favourite in the Roadmark calendar, a
visit to the Thursford Christmas Spectacular is a must in the
run-up to the festive season. If you have seen it before, you
will know what to expect from this lavish show which rivals
anything you are likely to see in the West End. If it is your first
visit, you are in for a real treat, as a cast of 130 professional
singers, dancers and musicians set the stage alight in the
magical surroundings of mechanical organs, fairground
carousels and the mighty Wurlitzer organ. Each show is a
pageant of spectacle and colour with twinkling lights and
amazing costumes. The largest Christmas show in the country,
Thursford attracts thousands of visitors to this sleepy corner
of Norfolk. Book early to avoid disappointment.

Your Holiday Itinerary
Day 1 By taxi to the coach to join your driver and fellow passengers.
We drive to Bury St. Edmunds for a lunch stop. The Suffolk town is
an historic gem, with medieval architecture, Georgian squares and St.
Edmundsbury Cathedral. Although the date had not been confirmed

at the time of our brochure publication, November 24th (tour A) is
likely to be the Christmas Fayre, a real bonus with around 300 stalls
and a traditional street market. This afternoon we continue to our
Hotel, for a two-night stay with dinner and breakfast included.
Day 2 Time to enjoy a leisurely breakfast and relax with the
newspapers, before we leave for Thursford. Every performance is
usually a sell-out, so it pays to arrive early to allow time for a snack
and to browse in the gift shop. The Show commences at 2pm, and
there is an interval halfway through. Once the applause has ended
we board the coach to return to the Hotel.
Day 3 Our lunchtime stop today will be in Colchester. It is Britain’s
oldest recorded town and has a unique heritage and history.
Time for something to eat and a spot of Christmas shopping before
we continue home to Sussex and meet the waiting taxis.

TOUR A –
DUNSTON HALL HOTEL
£295 per person based on two sharing

Sole occupancy supplement £45

Deposit £75pp

Travel insurance £19.50pp

TOUR B –
THE PHEASANT HOTEL
£309 per person, based on two sharing

Sole occupancy supplement £45

Deposit £75pp

Travel insurance £19.50pp

THE THURSFORD CHRISTMAS SPECTACULAR
Sunday 24th November for 3 days – Dunston Hall Hotel (Tour A)

Tuesday 3rd December for 3 days – The Pheasant Hotel (Tour B)

Roadmark Reservations 01903 741233 31



We are doing the Christmas Markets
differently this year, swapping the usual
coach journey to the continent for a
leisurely cruise on board Columbus.
Discover Amsterdam with its tree-lined
canals and world-renowned museums.
Historic Hamburg may be the highlight
of your cruise, with the chance to buy
unique Christmas gifts. Onboard
Columbus, enjoy the delicious full-board
cuisine, wide choice of facilities and
stylish evening entertainment. 

Your Holiday Itinerary
Thursday A taxi will collect you from
home and bring you to the coach to join
your fellow cruise passengers. We will
drive to Tilbury, where Columbus has a
provisional sailing time of 16.00. Luggage
will be taken from the coach to your cabin
by the crew. There will be ample time to
explore the ship before dinner.
Friday Amsterdam. With more bicycles
than permanent residents, the Dutch capital
is both charming and quirky. Beautiful
gabled houses and merchants’ mansions
line the serene tree-lined canals. The 17th
century Royal Palace stands on a large
square in the centre of the city. Amsterdam
is home to a number of top galleries and museums including the famous
Rijksmuseum, the Anne Frank House and the Van Gogh Museum.
Saturday Around midday Columbus will dock in Hamburg. Passengers usually
disembark close to the city centre, but if not there will be a shuttle bus provided.
Experience the winter magic of this old Hanseatic city, with different Christmas
Markets to explore. One of the largest has the grand Town Hall as its backdrop.
The stalls and huts are elaborately decorated with lights and garlands and sell
quality items, often handmade. Woodcarvings, glass art, beeswax candles, amber
jewellery and lanterns. Culinary treats range from Nuremberg gingerbread to
Hamburg’s speciality Schmalzkuchen. Look above and watch out for Santa zipping
across the market in a reindeer sleigh. You may spend the evening soaking up the
festive atmosphere, as the ship does not sail until late.
Sunday At Sea. A day for relaxation and enjoying the facilities on board Columbus.
Monday Arrive Tilbury and disembark after breakfast. The Roadmark coach will be
waiting to return you to Sussex, and a taxi will take you home to your door.

YOUR CRUISE SHIP
Columbus is the flagship of the Cruise & Maritime Voyages fleet.
She carries about 1400 guests and enjoys a fine reputation on the
British cruise market, offering the friendly, attentive service that
CMV is known for. Purpose-built for ocean cruising, she was last
upgraded in 2017. Enjoy breakfast, lunch and dinner in the
Waterfront Restaurant. If you fancy a change there is a speciality
Indian Restaurant or smart Grill Room (supplements apply).
Or there is the buffet-style Plantation Bistro. Columbus has a
choice of lounges and bars, with drinks reasonably priced.
Entertainment venues include the three-decked Atrium, Dome
Observatory and Palladium Show Lounge. There are expansive
deck areas for a stroll, or for the serious fitness-inclined, a fully
equipped gym. Beauty treatments and massages are available in
the Jade Spa. All onboard services are paid for in Stirling.
www.cruiseandmaritime.com

Your Holiday Hotel
The 3-star Toorak Hotel has become a favourite with Roadmark
clients. It is one of four hotels that make up the Torquay Leisure
Hotels complex. The Toorak has a lift, and there is free Wi-Fi.
You may use all the facilities throughout the site, with
comfortable lounges and bars, ten-pin bowling, pool and snooker,
and the ‘Aztec Falls’ heated indoor pool with Jacuzzi, sauna and
steam room. There is a variety of nightly entertainment including
music, dancing and cabaret.
www.tlh.co.uk

If you love all things festive, but can’t wait until Christmas,
this ‘Turkey and Tinsel’ break to the West Country is the
perfect warm-up to the season. Join Roadmark for four
nights of festive fun at one of our most popular hotels, the
Toorak in Torquay. The rooms are comfortable, the food is
good, and there is a great programme of entertainment. 

Your Holiday Itinerary
Monday (Christmas Eve) One of our taxis will bring you to the coach, which will be
decorated for the festive season. We drive to the West Country, where our Hotel is
situated a short walk from the seafront in Torquay. An early evening Carol Service
provides a warm welcome and, after dinner, enjoy the TLH Entertainment Team’s
super Christmas Show.
Tuesday (Christmas Day) An excursion to Trago Mills. This large discount store
offers bargains in over 30 different departments. This afternoon we continue to
Totnes. The Town hosts a Christmas shopping event on Tuesdays in the run up to
Christmas. There will be entertainment from local groups, seasonal food and drink
and craft stalls along the medieval High Street. Tonight’s entertainment will be a
star-studded Christmas Day Cabaret.
Wednesday (Boxing Day) No excursion today, allowing plenty of time to visit the
shops in Torquay, relax and enjoy the leisure facilities at the Hotel, or maybe take a
bus ride round the Bay to Paignton or Brixham. This evening there will be a great
Boxing Day Show with singing, dancing and comedy.
Thursday (New Year’s Eve) We have jumped to New Year’s Eve today. In the
morning join our included visit to the famous Model Village in Babbacombe where
there will be miniature Christmas scenes and characters in the award-winning
gardens. Back at the Hotel there will be time to prepare for the New Year’s Eve
celebrations that will round off our stay this evening. 
Friday After breakfast we say farewell to Torbay and head home, meeting the
waiting taxis by the end of the afternoon.

HAMBURG CHRISTMAS
MARKETS & AMSTERDAM
Thursday 5th December for 4 nights

£389 per person
Standard Plus Twin Inner
Cabin (category 2)

£461 per person
Standard Twin Cabin
Ocean View (category 6)

Above prices are based on
two people sharing.

Other cabin types are
available. Please enquire.

A limited number of cabins
are available for sole
occupancy. Please enquire.

Please enquire about
Travel Insurance.

£345 per person
No single supplement

Deposit £75pp

Travel Insurance £25pp

Please note that the programme
of events above is provisional and subject to change. The final
itinerary will be available nearer departure.

TURKEY & TINSEL
AT THE TOORAK
Monday 9th December for 5 days

NEW TOUR

Roadmark Reservations 01903 74123332

NEW TOUR PASSPORT REQUIRED



We have decided to spend the festive period travelling to
the charming Italian Lake of Garda. The 4-star Savoy Palace
is located in a quiet tree-lined area, about a 20-30 minute
walk from the historic centre of Riva. This will be Roadmark’s
third visit to the Hotel, and we are assured of a warm
welcome and hearty Italian food. We also maintain those
all-important traditions of a British Christmas, with turkey
and Christmas cake, and a visit from Santa on Christmas Day. 

Highlights & Inclusions
� Door-to-door service*
� Eurotunnel crossings
� 2 overnights at Victor’s Residenz Saarbrucken, with dinner &

breakfast
� 5 nights at the Savoy Palace Hotel in Riva
� A welcome drink at the Savoy Palace
� Live music and dancing in the piano bar
� 4-course dinners with salad buffet
� Aperitif under the tree on Christmas Eve
� Christmas Day Lunch with turkey and Christmas cake
� A visit from Santa
� Lake Garda cruise to Limone and Malcesine
� Tasting of local wines at the Pisoni Winery to discover the amazing

aromas and fragrances of the Trentino region 
� Complimentary refreshments on the coach
*Conditions apply. See Booking Form for details

Your Holiday Hotel
The Savoy Palace is a family run, 4-star Hotel, located close to
San Nicolo Marina. The lake is only a short walk away and it is
about 900 metres to the heart of Riva. Bar, restaurant, indoor
swimming pool, terrace and garden. The Hotel uses local produce
including olive oil from its own plantation. Bedrooms, accessed by
a lift, have classic Italian furnishings and all have a balcony.
www.hotelsavoypalace-lagodigarda.it/en

Your Holiday Hotel
The Holiday Inn Bristol Filton was well received by Roadmark
clients on a tour in 2018. It is a modern Hotel, about a 15-minute
drive from the city centre in 11 acres of grounds. All 211 bright
and airy bedrooms have comfortable beds with a pillow menu,
and are accessible by lift. The informal restaurant has views over
the gardens. Guests have use of the leisure centre which includes
a heated indoor pool, sauna and gym. There is a spacious bar
where you can enjoy a drink before dinner.
www.holidayinn.com

The Festival of Light at Longleat is the UK’s original and
biggest lantern festival. Each winter the ‘Capability’ Brown
landscaped grounds of the stately home are transformed into
a magical illuminated winter wonderland, with a different
theme each year. This extended weekend break also takes
you to some of our top retail and designer outlets, making
itthe ideal opportunity for all your Christmas shopping.

Your Holiday Itinerary
Friday A taxi pick-up from home to the coach. We drive to Clarks Village at Street in
Somerset. This outlet shopping centre was established in 1993 on the site of the old
Clarks shoe factory, and is a great place to find bargains. Later this afternoon we
continue through the Mendips to our Hotel on the outskirts of Bristol.
Saturday After a leisurely breakfast we will drive to Frome. We will have our
morning coffee stop in this small Somerset town, highlighted as one of the Times’
“Best Places to Live in Britain”. Enjoy a stroll around its charming historic centre,
small independent shops and cafés, and visit the Market. Then it’s on to Longleat
for the ‘main event’. On arrival we will drive through the Safari Park before visiting
the House and the grounds, transformed into a winter wonderland as darkness falls,
with hundreds of illuminated characters and scenes.
Sunday There is a choice today. Cribbs Causeway is one of the Southwest’s premier
shopping destinations, with over 130 top name stores including John Lewis, Marks
& Spencer and Lakeland. Or you can visit Bristol itself. In recent years the City has
become known for its Christmas Markets. The Harbourside Christmas Market has a
twinkling waterfront setting with mulled wine aplenty and festive decorations.
In Broadmead Shopping Centre you will find the Local Christmas Market offering
local arts and crafts, food and drink.
Monday Our homeward route takes us via the Great Western Designer Outlet near
Swindon. Housed in the Grade II listed buildings of the former Great Western
Railway works, it is one of the largest covered designer outlets in Europe. We head
home to meet the taxis late afternoon.
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CHRISTMAS IN
LAKE GARDA
Saturday 21st December for 8 days

£765 per person,
based on 2 sharing

Sole occupancy
supplement £125

Deposit £75pp

Travel Insurance £44.50pp

£329 per person,
sharing a twin or double room

Sole occupancy supplement £75

Deposit £75

Travel Insurance £21.75pp

LONGLEAT FESTIVAL
OF LIGHT
& Christmas Shopping Extravaganza
Friday 13th December for 4 days

PASSPORT REQUIRED

NEW TOUR
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BONDED COACH HOLIDAYS TRADING CHARTER (AND BOOKING CONDITIONS)
ROADMARK TRAVEL LTD

1. Financial protection
Your contract is with Roadmark Travel Limited of Stockbury House, Church Street, Storrington, Pulborough, West Sussex
RH20 4LA. When you book a holiday with us, which doesn’t include a flight the money you pay us for the booking will
be protected by the Bonded Coach Holidays (BCH) scheme, a Government approved consumer protection scheme.
The scheme will also ensure your repatriation in the event the company becomes insolvent. Our Trading Charter and
Booking Conditions set out clearly and simply the responsibility we have to you and in turn, you have with us, when a
contract is made. Please see the BCH Consumer Guarantee at www.bch-uk.org. There is no financial protection if you
purchase just transport or accommodation-only from us. We fully comply with the Package Travel and Linked Travel
Arrangements Regulations 2018. The combination of travel services offered to you is a package holiday within the
meaning of the Regulations. Therefore, you will benefit from all rights applying to package holidays. Roadmark Travel
will be fully responsible for the proper performance of the holiday and providing assistance if you are in difficulty.
Your key rights will be in the details of the tour which will be provided prior to booking. 

2. Booking and payment
When a booking is made, the 'lead name' on the booking guarantees that he or she is 18 or over and has the authority
and accepts on behalf of the party the terms of these booking conditions and pays the deposit indicated in the brochure
and as confirmed in the pre-contract information. After we receive your booking and all appropriate payments, if the
arrangements you wish to book are available, we will send you or your booking agent a confirmation invoice within
14 days. This confirmation will include any special requests we have agreed. All monies paid to your booking agent are
held by them on your behalf until we issue our confirmation invoice, thereafter your booking agent holds the money on
our behalf. A binding agreement will come into existence between us when we dispatch this invoice to the ‘lead name’
or your booking agent. Please check the confirmation carefully to ensure all the information is correct. This contract is
governed by English Law, and the jurisdiction of the English Courts. 
Single occupancy of rooms, when available, may be subject to a supplementary charge and these will be shown in the
brochure. You can book by paying a deposit for each person named on the booking but our commitment is always
conditional upon the balance being paid as below:
The Deposit is normally £75.00 per person.
The balance of the price of your holiday must be paid by the date shown on the Confirmation/Invoice. If you book within our
balance due period, you will need to pay the total holiday cost at the time of booking. If the balance is not paid in time we
reserve the right to cancel your holiday, retain your deposit, and apply the cancellation charges set out in the paragraph
below. The date of cancellation will normally be the date we receive your written confirmation that you intend to cancel or
15 days after the balance due date, whichever comes first.
Where optional items are purchased as part of the holiday, these are payable on the balance due date except where items,
such as theatre tickets, have been specifically purchased for you. In this case the cost will be payable at a separate date
notified to you and will not normally be refunded unless we obtain a refund from the supplier we use.

3. Brochure accuracy
Although Roadmark Travel Ltd make every effort to ensure the accuracy of the brochure information and pricing,
regrettably errors do sometimes occur. You must therefore ensure you check the price and all other details of your
holiday with us at the time of booking and when you receive our confirmation invoice.

4. Our pricing policy 
Roadmark Travel Ltd endeavour to ensure that the most up to date and correct prices are shown in our brochure.
Occasionally, an incorrect price may be shown, due to an error. When we become aware of any such error, we will
endeavour to notify you at the time of booking (if we are then aware of the mistake) or as soon as reasonably possible.
We reserve the right to cancel the booking if you do not wish to accept the price which is applicable to the holiday. Local
Authorities in many towns and cities throughout Europe have introduced new tourist taxes which must be paid directly to
the hotel by all guests in person. These taxes are not always included in our prices but we will notify you when applicable. 
Holiday prices include all travel, hotel accommodation and meals as specified in the holiday description, and VAT payable
in the UK where applicable. The price of the holiday will not be subjected to any surcharges except those arising from
exchange rate changes, transportation including the price of fuel, air & ferry operator fares and tolls, embarkation or
disembarkation fees at terminals, duties and taxes (including the rate of VAT). Even in these cases we will absorb the cost
equivalent to the cost of the first 2% of the holiday price. Amounts more than this plus £1 administration fee and Travel
Agent’s commission will be surcharged to you. If this means the total cost of the holiday increases by more than 8% then
you are entitled to cancel your holiday and receive a full refund of all monies paid except any insurance premium and
amendment charges. We will communicate the options with you either through email or letter, with a reminder if necessary.
If you exercise the right to cancel we must receive written notice within 20 days of the date of the surcharge invoice.
The currency exchange rates used in the holiday costings are based on rates as at 1st October 2018. 

5. If you change your booking
If, after our confirmation has been issued, you wish to change to another of our holidays or change departure date, we will
do our utmost to make the changes, but we cannot guarantee to do so. However, notification must be received in writing at
our offices from the person who signed the booking form, at least 6 weeks before departures. This must be accompanied
by a payment of £30 to cover our administrative costs, plus costs we incur in making the amendment. Alterations cannot
be made within 4 weeks of departure and any such request for an alteration will be treated as a cancellation of the original
booking and will be subject to the cancellation charges set out in paragraph below. Some arrangements cannot be
changed without paying a cancellation charge of up to 100% of the ticket cost.

6. Transferring your booking
You can transfer your booking to somebody else but the person must satisfy all the conditions of the holiday and you must
inform us either by letter or email no less than 7 days before departure. This transfer will cost £20 plus reasonable costs to
make the transfer. You will remain responsible for ensuring payment before the balance due date. This is in addition to (and
does not affect) the separate liability of the transferee to us.

7. If you need to cancel your holiday 
You or any member of your party may cancel your holiday at any time provided the cancellation is made by the person
signing the booking form and is communicated to us in writing (letter or email). You must pay cancellation charges to cover
our administration costs and to compensate for the risk of us not reselling the holiday. If the holiday is resold a refund will
be made, less our administrative costs. Your cancellation will take effect from the date on which we receive your written
confirmation of your cancellation. You must also return any tickets or vouchers you have received. A reduction in room
occupancy may increase the charges for the remaining passengers by the application of supplements for low occupancy
of rooms. Where bought in supplies, such as ferries, hotel accommodation etc. have been bought in on your behalf, and
where the terms and conditions of the supplier are non-refundable, these products will be charged to you at the full retail
rate. If this applies, the non-refundable items will be deducted from your holiday costs and the following scale of charges
will be applied to the remainder:

Period before departure within
which written cancellation is received

Cancellation Charge (including deposit)
as a percentage of the total package cost

Prior to 42 days Loss of Deposit & Insurance Premium

28 – 42 days 30%

14 – 27 days 45%

7 – 13 days 60%

1 – 6 days 100%

Departure Day or later including
voluntary termination whilst on holiday

100%

In the event of unavoidable and extraordinary circumstances occurring at the place of destination or its immediate vicinity
and which significantly affect – (a) the performance of the package or (b) the carriage of passengers to the destination,
the traveller may terminate the package travel contract before the start of the package without paying any termination fee.
Where the package travel is terminated under such circumstances the traveller is entitled to a full refund of any payments
made for the package, but is not entitled to additional compensation. 

8. Alterations to your holiday by us
We hope that we will not have to make any change to your holiday but, because our holidays are planned many months in
advance, we sometimes do need to make minor changes. We reserve the right to do this at any time. We will let you or
your booking agent know about any important changes as soon as possible, including the minimum number of passengers
required on the trip. If after booking, and before departure, we make a major change to your holiday, you will have the
option of withdrawing from the holiday without penalty or transferring to another holiday without any charge. In either case,
we will pay you compensation, according to the scale set below. A major change includes the time of your departure or
return time by more than 12 hours, a change in departure point, location of resort or type of hotel, a change in cross
channel travel, or specification of the coach. If we tell you about any of these changes after we have confirmed your
holiday booking (other than force majeure), you may either: 

•        accept the new arrangements offered by us; or 
•        accept a replacement holiday from us of equivalent or similar standard and price (at the date of the change),

if we can offer you one; or
•        cancel your holiday with us and receive a full refund of all monies

Either way, we will pay you compensation, using the Compensation table shown:

Point before departure before significant
Change is notified to you Amount per person

More than 42 days NIL

28-42 days £10

14-27 days £15

7-13 days £20

1-6 days £25

These rates are reduced by 50% if the package is of 3 days duration or less.

IMPORTANT NOTE Compensation will not be payable if the holiday is cancelled because the number of persons
booked is less than the number required, or for events beyond our control, which include: war, threat of war, riots,
civil disturbances, terrorist activity and its consequences, industrial disputes, natural and nuclear disasters, fire,
epidemics, health risks and pandemics, unavoidable and unforeseeable technical problems with transport for reasons
beyond our control or that of our suppliers; hurricanes and other actual or potential severe weather conditions and any
other similar events. You are also advised to check with The Foreign and Commonwealth Office Advice Unit regularly at
www.fco.gov.uk/travel prior to travel.
All holidays operate if the minimum number of participants is met. However, in no case will we cancel your holiday less
than 6 weeks before the scheduled departure date, except where you have failed to pay the final balance or because of
force majeure (force majeure means an event which we or the suppliers of the services in question could not foresee or
avoid and is therefore beyond our control).

9. Our responsibility to you
We accept responsibility for ensuring the holiday which you book with us is supplied as described in our publicity material
and the services offered reach a reasonable standard and if you are in difficulty we will assist you. If any part of our holiday
contract is not provided as promised, you may terminate the contract without paying a termination fee and we will pay you
appropriate compensation if this has affected your enjoyment of your holiday. We will however, not be liable if there are any
unforeseeable or unavoidable actions of a third party not connected with our travel services, or there were unavoidable or
extraordinary circumstances, or the lack of conformity is due to a traveller in the party. We accept responsibility for the acts
and/or omissions of our employees, agents and suppliers except where they lead to death, injury or illness. Our liability in
all cases shall be limited to a maximum of twice the value of the original holiday cost (not including insurance premiums
and amendment charges). We accept responsibility for death, injury, or illness caused by the negligent acts and/or
omissions of our employees or agents together with our suppliers and sub-contractors, servants and/or agents of the same
whilst acting within the scope of, or during their employment in the provision of your holiday. We will accordingly pay to our
clients such damages as might have been awarded in such circumstances under English Law. In respect of carriage by air,
sea, tunnel and rail and the provision of accommodation our liability in all cases will be limited in the manner provided by
the relevant international convention. 
If we make any payment to you or any member of your party for death or personal injury or illness, you will be asked to
assign to us or our insurers the rights you may have to act against the person or organisation responsible for causing the
death, personal injury or illness. This clause does not apply to any separate contracts that you may enter for excursions or
activities during or outside of your holiday. If you or any member of your party suffer death, illness or injury whilst overseas
arising out of an activity which does NOT form part of your holiday, we may offer guidance and where legal action is
contemplated and you want our assistance, you must obtain our written consent prior to any proceedings (We limit the
cost of our assistance to you or your party to £5,000 per party).

10. If you have a complaint
If you have a problem during your holiday, please inform your Tour Manager, your driver or the relevant supplier/resort
representative immediately who will endeavour to put things right. If your complaint cannot be completely resolved locally,
you must complete a Holiday Report Form which can be obtained by your driver or local representative, which you should
send immediately to Roadmark Travel, keeping a copy for yourself. Our contact number for unresolved complaints is our
office number on 01903 741233 (open in office hours) If you remain dissatisfied please follow this up within 14 days of
your return home by writing to Roadmark Travel, giving your original booking reference number and all other relevant
information, including the reference of the Holiday Report Form. It is therefore a condition of this contract that you
communicate any problem to the supplier of the services in question AND to our representative whilst in resort and obtain
a written report form. If you fail to follow this simple procedure, we cannot accept responsibility as we have been deprived
of the opportunity to investigate and rectify the problem. Should you wish to pursue the complaint further, the BCH/CPT
have an Alternative Dispute Resolution scheme and full details are available from them. Please contact them at, The
Confederation of Passenger Transport UK, Fifth Floor South, Chancery House, 53 – 64 Chancery Lane, London WC2A 1QS.

11. Our coaches
We will always use our reasonable endeavours to provide a coach to the specification in our brochure or advert, but
reserve the right to substitute an alternative vehicle should there be unforeseen circumstances. There is a seating plan,
but in some cases operational reasons may require a coach with a different configuration. We reserve the right to alter a
coach seating plan and allocate seats other than those booked. Single passengers may be required to share a double
seat with other single passengers. When your booking is confirmed, you will be offered the best seats that are available at
that time. If you feel that you require two seats, then these must be booked and paid for in advance, at the time of booking.
If you fail to do this and it transpires that the seat allocated to you is insufficient for your needs and there is no alternative
seating available then you will be refused access to the coach and any payments made will be liable to forfeiture.
Specific seats will not be allocated on coaches operating a feeder service between joining points and main holiday
departure points or on coaches that carry out transfers between airports, seaports etc.

12. Hotel facilities 
Some hotel facilities and entertainment may be withdrawn for routine maintenance or be subject to seasonal
availability and provision of the facilities cannot be guaranteed. Single occupancy of rooms may be subject to a
supplementary charge.



13. Health and safety
In some foreign countries, standards of infrastructure, safety and hygiene may be lower than those to which we are
accustomed in the UK. You should therefore exercise greater care for your own protection. There may be countries that
we visit that have special medical requirements for tourists. These regulations are subject to change and our clients are
responsible for complying with entry and current health requirements. If you are not sure of the health requirements for
the country you are visiting, you are advised to check with your own GP before travelling. You are also advised to refer to
the Department of Health leaflet “Health Advice for Travellers”.
Some people may be at risk from discomfort or deep vein thrombosis (DVT) if they remain immobile on a journey for a
long period. If you are planning to undertake a journey of more than three hours, you should consult your doctor, if you
have ever had DVT, pulmonary embolism, a family history of clotting conditions, cancer or treatment for cancer, stroke,
and heart or lung disease or If you have had major surgery in the past three months.
We reserve the right to refuse any booking in the absence of a doctor’s certificate confirming that you are fit to travel.
Where we provide comfort stops you are encouraged to walk around. Exercise reduces any discomfort, which may be
caused by periods of immobility.
NO SMOKING is allowed on our coaches (including E-Cigarettes) and we do not allow pets or any other animals, although
we accommodate registered assistance dogs, but not on overseas holidays.

14. Travel documents, itineraries, pick-up points and passports
For all Continental holidays, you will require a full 10-year British Passport (machine readable) valid for the period required
for the country or countries you are visiting. If you do not hold a full British Passport or you have any doubts about your
status as a resident British subject, you must check with the Embassies or Consulates of the Countries to be visited to
confirm the Passport or visa requirements when you book. We cannot accept responsibility if passengers are not in
possession of the correct travel documents. For full details on passport requirements, please contact ‘the Identity and
Passport Service’ on 0300 222 0000 (www.direct.gov.uk).
You are responsible for ensuring you are at the correct departure point, at the correct time and with the correct
documents. Roadmark Travel Ltd reserve the right to modify itineraries to conform with requests from competent
authorities both within the UK and abroad.
Excursions which are included in the cost of your booking are detailed on the brochure page and refunds will not be
made for excursions not taken. Optional excursions booked and paid for in resort do not form part of your booking.
Admission fees to buildings may not be included in the price of the holiday, please check.

15. Special requests
All special needs and requests, if agreed, should be entered on the booking form and be included in the confirmation
of the holiday. These cannot be guaranteed except where confirmed as part of our holiday commitment to you and are
detailed on your holiday booking confirmation. We are keen to ensure that we plan the arrangements for your holiday so
that special needs and requests can be accommodated as far as possible. If you will need assistance, or may be unable to
fully enjoy all aspects of your holiday you must tell us in advance so that we can maximise your enjoyment of the holiday.
We will need to know if you will need special facilities in the hotel, taking part in the excursions or have difficulty boarding
and travelling on the coach or other means of transport. Before booking your holiday, you should be sure that you and your
party are both physically and mentally capable of completing the itinerary. If you need advice or further information either
you or your booking agent should contact Roadmark Travel Ltd. If you will require a special diet please tell us at the time of
booking, or as soon as you are medically advised, together with a copy of the diet.

16. Passengers with disabilities
We want everyone to enjoy our travel arrangements. We are happy to advise and assist you in choosing a suitable holiday.
But, as some of the accommodation and resorts featured may not cater for even minor disabilities, it is important that,
when booking, you advise us of any disability, specific need or complex need you may have and any special requirements
that will make sure the holiday is suitable. If a passenger requires personal assistance (for example, assistance with
feeding, dressing, toileting, mobilising) then this passenger must travel with an able-bodied companion or carer and
written confirmation that such assistance will be provided for the entirety of the holiday is required at the time of booking.
Coach drivers/Tour Managers are unable to provide such assistance.

Important
You must tell us if you have an existing medical condition, disability or complex need that may affect your holiday or
other group members’ enjoyment of it before you book your holiday. We reserve the right to request a doctor’s certificate
confirming the passenger is fit to travel. If, in our reasonable opinion, your chosen holiday is not suitable for your medical
condition or disability, we reserve the right to refuse your booking. You are responsible for bringing with you the proper
clothing and equipment, which we advise you about in our printed trip information. We want you to enjoy your holiday
and will help you select an appropriate trip.

17. Passenger behaviour
We want all our customers to have a happy and carefree holiday. You are responsible for your behaviour and hygiene and
the effect it may have on others. If you or any other member of your party is abusive, disruptive or behaves in a way that
could cause damage or injury to others or affect their enjoyment of their holiday or which could damage property, we
have the right to terminate your contract with us and we will have no further liability or obligation to you. The coach
driver/representative, ship's captain, or authorised official is entitled to refuse you boarding if in their reasonable opinion
you are unacceptably under the influence of drink or drugs or you are being violent or disruptive. If you are refused
boarding on the outward journey we will regard it as a cancellation by you and we will apply cancellation charges.
If on your return journey, we have the right to terminate the contract with you. We also request that mobile telephones
are not used on the coach.

18. Travel insurance
We strongly advise that you take out personal travel insurance for the trip. We have arranged comprehensive travel
insurance with ERV, which is outlined below. You may use an alternative insurer but you must advise us. The insurance
should cover medical and repatriation costs, personal injury, loss of baggage and cancellation charges. If you do not have
adequate insurance and require our assistance during your holiday, we reserve the right to reclaim from you any medical
repatriation or other expenses which we may incur on your behalf which would otherwise have been met by insurers.
You must advise us if you use an alternative insurer, the policy number and 24-hour contact number.

19. Luggage
Please restrict your luggage to a suitcase weighing no more than 20kg per person. We cannot accept responsibility for loss
or damage to luggage unless through our negligence. Please do not leave valuable items in your suitcase when left on the
coach. We will carry a lightweight FOLDING wheelchair if advised at the time of booking. However, we cannot carry battery-
powered wheelchairs or mobility scooters.

20. General data protection regulations
Roadmark Travel Ltd complies with the GDPR 2018 Regulations. Our data protection policy can be found at
www.roadmarktravel.co.uk or you can request a copy from our office at Stockbury House, Church Street,
Storrington RH20 4LA. Tel: 01903 741233

21. Emergency contact
Our emergency contact details are 
Tel: 01903 741233
If your call is outside our normal office hours you will receive a message directing you to an out-of-hours emergency
number.
Email: coaches@roadmarktravel.co.uk

PUBLICATION DATE This brochure was printed in the UK by Roadmark Travel Ltd on 1st October 2018.

Roadmark Travel Limited is an appointed representative of Arthur J. Gallagher Insurance
Brokers Limited which is authorised and regulated by the Financial Conduct Authority.
Registered Office: Spectrum Building, 7th Floor, 55 Blythswood Street, Glasgow G2 7AT.
Registered in Scotland Company Number: SC108909.

We only offer travel insurance from a single insurer – Europaische Reiseversicherung AG (ERV). This travel insurance
is suitable for those who wish to insure themselves when travelling against the specified financial loss of unforeseen
circumstances and events relating to your trip. A list of the covers and corresponding limits can be found below.
This summary provides only a brief guide to your Travel Insurance cover and exclusions. It does not contain the full
terms and conditions of the policy, which can be found in the policy document. We have not provided you with any
recommendation or advice about whether this product meets your specific insurance requirements. It is your
responsibility to decide whether this policy suits your needs. 

Important notice – Information we need to know about
You must take reasonable care to provide complete and accurate answers to the questions we ask. You should be aware
that if the information provided by you is not complete and accurate, your insurer may cancel your policy and refuse to
pay any claim, or not pay any claim in full, or revise the premium and/or change any excess, or revise the extent of cover
or terms of this insurance.
We recommend that you keep a record (including copies of letters) of all the information you provide to us for your future
reference. We also draw your attention to any conditions, limitations, exclusions and excesses within the policy wording

SIGNIFICANT EXCLUSION: If your medical condition cannot comply with the following terms then any claim related to
that medical condition will not be covered:

For UK Travel (England, Scotland, Wales, Northern Ireland or Scilly Isles). You DO NOT need to declare
your medical conditions; however, you must comply with the following:

1.       You are not aware of any reason why the trip could be cancelled or cut short
2.       You are not travelling: (a) against the advice of a medical practitioner (b) for the purpose of obtaining medical

treatment (c) if you have been given a terminal prognosis
3.       You are not receiving or awaiting tests, treatment or investigations for any illness or injury as a hospital day

case or inpatient. Any claim arising from this illness or injury will not be covered
4.       If you are on medication at the time of travel your medical condition must be stable and well controlled
5.       You must notify Medical Screening immediately of any change in your medical circumstances between the

policy issue date and time of departure.

For EU Travel (including The Channel Islands); the traveller MUST inform ERV via the health check phone
line on 01403 288 423 if they or any person upon whose health the trip depends:

1.       Has any existing or on-going medical condition(s)
2.       Is taking any prescribed medication
3.       Has or has had any medical condition(s) still requiring periodic review
4.       Is awaiting any tests, treatment, investigation, referral or the results of these
5.       You must notify Medical Screening immediately of any change in your medical circumstances between the

policy issue date and time of departure.

This information is correct at the time of printing, but may be subject to change. Please refer to your policy document to
check your cover.
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TRAVEL INSURANCE – IMPORTANT INFORMATION

Travel Policy –
For full details about your cover and all exclusions please refer to the policy document

COVER LIMIT EXCESS PAYABLE

Cancellation Up to £2,000
Excess: £50
Deposit only: £10

Curtailment Up to £2,000 £50

Emergency Medical & Repatriation
Expenses

Up to £2m £50

Missed Departure (not UK) Up to £600 £50

Personal effects and Money
Up to £1,500
Up to total of £200 for valuables
Up to £200 for Lost Passport

£50

Luggage Delay Up to £100 NIL

Personal Liability Up to £2,000,000 NIL

Personal Accident Up to £15,000 NIL

Legal Costs & Expenses Up to £25,000 NIL

Premiums – Please see the appropriate page in our brochure for the insurance premium applicable to
each tour, or contact Roadmark Travel Ltd for details. The premium stated includes Insurance Premium
Tax at the current rate. 

Cancellation rights – If your cover doesn’t meet your requirements, please let Roadmark Travel know within 14 days of
receiving your policy document and return all your documents for a refund of your premium. Any premium already paid will
be refunded to You providing you have not travelled, no claim has been made or is intended to be made and no incident
likely to give rise to a claim has occurred.

Claims – Full details of how to make a claim and how to appeal should your claim not be successful can be found in the
policy document.

Complaints – Should you have a complaint about the sale of your travel insurance policy, please contact The Travel
Manager, Arthur J. Gallagher Insurance Brokers Limited, 6th Floor, Temple Circus House, Temple Way, Bristol BS1 6HG.
Should you remain unhappy with our final reply, you may have the right to refer your complaint to The Financial
Ombudsman Service, Exchange Tower, London E14 9SR. Further details about our complaints procedure can be found in
the attached ‘About our Insurance Services’ document.

Financial Services Compensation Scheme (FSCS) – You may be entitled to compensation from the Financial
Services Compensation Scheme (“FSCS”) should we be unable to meet our obligations and subject to eligibility.
Details of the circumstances in which you can make a claim – and instructions on how to do so – can be found on the
FSCS website: http://www.fscs.org.uk. Updated March 2018.

Roadmark Reservations 01903 741233
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ROADMARK TRAVEL LTD
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www.roadmarktravel.co.uk

We have received many super photos,

kind letters and emails from our passengers.

Thank you for taking the time to get in touch

to say how much you enjoyed your holidays.

Here is just a small selection…

“I just wanted to inform you what a lovely break this
was. The hotel was, as usual, very good and the places
we visited were very nice. Our driver, Paul, was lovely,
very friendly and helpful, and we had a good laugh with
him. I’m looking forward to more of these little breaks in
the future”
(Peaks, Pots & Primates, August 2018)

“The holiday was my 11th with Roadmark, and the best
so far of all the great holidays! It amazes me that you
are able to arrange so many wonderful journeys,
hotels, ferries and visits to interesting places and time
so accurately the routes between them all”
(Norway’s Majestic Fjords, June 2018)

“We have just returned from a memorable few days on
your “In Flanders Fields” holiday. It was arranged so
well that we were able to see and experience so much.
Adrian was, as always, helpful and ever cheerful and it
was a pleasure to have him as our driver”
(September 2018)

“I cannot praise too highly this recent holiday.
The comfortable hotel was in a prime position for the
facilities of Davos. The scenery was stunning and the
itinerary, whether to Klosters, Chur, St. Moritz or on the
unbelievable Bernina Express to Tirano in Italy, gave a
magical insight into that part of the country. Add the
expert driving and friendly guiding of Julia and Peter,
and all the ingredients of a fantastic holiday were in
place. Thank you so much”
(The Swiss Alps, August 2018)
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